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INVENTION OF CARDS.
CARDS have been for many centuries in use, having, 35
it is generally believed, been invented about the year
1390 to amus. Charles the Sixth, King of France, or
whose wisdom it must be cO!lfessed. historians do not

speak very high! To Upon this ci.rcumstance the ingeniou~ ,M r. Malkin has observed, that the universal :Hloption of· an anlUsement which was in vented for a fool is
no vcry favo ra ble specirne n of th e wisdom of mankind.
Other hi storians attribute their invention to <l rnore
c lassic and ancient cnr., and give th e credit (if there be
any) of their invention to the Roman.:;.
Having introduced this slight sketch 3S rtn intl"oductory as to the hi story ryf careis, the writer will now endeavor to s how, by the following pages, how their use
has been pen 'erted, and also expose the baseness of the
deceptions used by trich at canis, some or which are
constantly being pr:lc ticed in all games, and in all parts
I"Jf the cuuntry.
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MYSTERIOUS TRICK OF THIRTY SIX CARDS; TELLING
THE CARD YOU LOOK AT WITHOUT SEEING THE PACK.

To perform this trick you must iake a pack of cards
containing fifly-two in number. Then take out the two.
three, four, and five spots of each suit, (meaning the

spades, hear~, diamonds and clubs).

Then commence

as follows with the remaining thirty.six: Commencing

with six of diamonds, face downward. seven of clubs,
eight of hearts, nine of• spades, ten of diamonds, jack of
clubs, queen of hearts, king of spades, ace of diamonds,
six of clubs, seven of hearts, eight of spades, nine of

diamonds, ten of clubs, jack of hearts, queen of spades,
king of diamonds, ace of clubs, six of hearts, seven of
spades, eight of diamonds, nine of clubs, ten of hearts,
jack of spades, queen of diamonds, king of clubs, ace of
hearts, six of spades, seven of diamonds, eight of clubs,
orne of hearts, ten of spades, jack of diamonds, queen of

clubs, king of hearts, ace of spades.
After having arranged the cards in the order above

mentioned, they may be cut by all in the house, or as
many as please, and bl' placing the cut under the pack
each time the relative position will not be changed.
Then ask the person who has the cards in his hand what
card he has at the bottom of the pack, (the faces being
down) he answers, giving the size of the bottom card,
then you can answer positive, by ,c a1ling the card one
• size smaller. For example, the nine of clubs is at the
bottom, the eight of diamonds will be upon the top, the

second will be the seven of spades, the third the six of
hearts, the fourth the ace of. clubs, the fifth the ki ng of
diamond s, and thus you will find them completely
arranged through out the pack,

At the conclusion of

this reat you m.y shuffle them over and under by holding the main pack in the left hand, and slipping tho

,
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of one at a time in the right hand, one over and
the other under, until you change them entirely through
the pack, then retUl'n the pack to the right hand and repeat the over and under shuf!le. Then you can deal
them out into four parcels, nine at a time, and you will
find the nine hearts in one pile, the nine diamonds in
the second, the nine spades in the thlrd, and clubs in the
fourth_
TO TELL A CARD THOUGHT OF.

1'ake a pack containing fifty-two card" then layout
one card, any card you see proper_ Then divide the
cards into three rows, by layilig them down face upward. When you haye laid down th,·ee begin ot tbe left
ana 11Y one upon thl'} first, so continue to the light until
you have laid out the fifty-one; at the same time request
some person to think of a card. When they are laid
out, ask which parcel the card is in, he tells you, p:ace
that parcel in the middle of the other. This done, lay
them out ~ain in three parcels, so contiou2 to do for
four times, and the card he thought of will be the twentysixth card.
rllR1;E JACl/-S AS THIEVES, CAUGHT BY A KING
POLICF.MAN.

A~

A

Take a pack of cards, and look out the four lmaves;
lay one of them privately on the top of the pack, and lay
the other three down on the table, saying, here you see
are three knaves got together, about no good, you may
be sure; then lay down a king beside them, saying, but
here comes the constable, and catches them together.
Oh, says he, have I caught you together? Well, the
next time I catch you· together, I'll punish you for your
rogueries. Oh, but, they say, you shan't catch us
together again in haste; so they conclude to run three
leveral ways Well, I'll go here, says one; so take on.

"

~I

I

I
I
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of the 'knaves and put him at the top of the pack. And
I'll go here, says another; so put him at the bottom.
And I'll go here. says a third; so put him in the middle.
Nay, says the constable, if you run, I'll make 'iure of one,
so I'll follow the first; then take the king, and put him
at the tqp. and let anyone cut the cards asunder hvo or
three times, and then deal; cut tIle ca"ds one by one
and you shall find the three together, and the constable
with them.
TO BURN A CARll AND FINll IT IN A WATCH.

One of the company draws a chance card, and you
ask for three watches from the spectators, which you
fold up in separate pieces of paper in the form of dice
boxes, which are laid on the table, 31'!d covered with a
napkin-the card chosen is burnt, and the cinders put
into a box-shortly after the box is opened, the ashes are
not there. The three watches are put on a plate, and
some one of the company chooses one, the same person
opens the wa teh, and finds under the glass a small piece
of burnt card; and in the watch case under the watch,
h found a miniature card, resembling the one burnt.
EXI'i.AKATIO N.

The card chosen is known by the arrangement we
have explained. The watches are placed, well covered
with paper, on a little trap; the trap is described in the
cutting. tearing and mending a handkerchief. ~Then
you have made known to the confederate the card which
is chosen, he stretches his arm to t,he table to take one
of the watches, and deposit there what is requisite; the
\,alches must be covered with a napkin, which is supported by bottles, or somewhat else, otherwise the hand
of the confederate would be seen, or the napkin woula
be seen to mOve. As for the means employed to cause
the a.hes of the burnt card to disappear in the box, it

..
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consists .11 putting into the cover a piece uf wood or
paper which exactly fits it. and falls down to the bottom
when the box IS shut j this piece of ""ood or pnper being
of the same color as the inside of the box, operates as a '

double bottom, and hides the ashes from the view of the
deceived speclator, who at that minute is tempted to be-

lieve that the ashes are gone out to be combined afresh,
and to produce the miniature card which is found in the
watch.
.
HOW TO SHIFT CARDS.

Hold the pack of cards in your left hand. so that th •.
palm of your hand m~y be unrler the cards: place the
thumb of that hand on one side oi the pack; the first,
second. and third fingers on the other side, and YOUl
liLtle finger between those cards that are to be brought

..

to the top. and the rest of the pack. Then place your
left hand over the cards in such a manner that the
thumb may be at one end and the forefinger at the
other.
The hands and the two parts of the cards being thu,
disposed. you draw off the lower cards. confined by the
little finger and the other parts of the right hand. and
place them, with an imperceptible motion, on the top of
the pack.
But before you attempt any of the tricks that depend
on making lhe pass, you must have great practice. and
be able to perforin it so dexterously and expeditiously.
that the eye cannot detect the movement of the hand.
or you may expose yourself.
THE FOUR ASSOCIATES.

Let a person draw four cards from the pack. and tell
him to lhink of one of them. When he returns you the
Cour card.s. dexterously pbc. two of them under tho

12
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pack, and two on the top. Under those at the bottom
you place fOUI cards of any sort, and then, taking eight
or ten from the bottom cards, you spread them on the
lable, and ask the person if the card he fixed on be
among them. If he say no, you are sure it is one of the
two cards on the top. You then pass these two cards
to the bottom, and drawing off the lowest of them, you
ask if that be not his card. If he again say no, you take
that card up, and bid him draw his card from the Lottom
of the pack. If the person say his card is among those
you first drew from the bottom, you must dexterously
take up the four cards that you put under them, and
placing those on tbe top, let the other two be the bottom
cards of the pack, which draw in the manner before de
scribed.
-iTO MAKE A CARD JUMP OUT OF THE PACK.

Take a pack of cards, and let anyone draw any card
that they choose, and afterward put it in to the pack,
but so that you know where to find it at pleasure; tben
take a piece of wax and put it under the thumb nail of
your hand, and fasten a hair to your thumb, and the
other end of the hair to the card, then spread the pack
of cards open on the table, and say u come forth," and
the card will jump out of the pack ....
HOW TO CHANGE CARDS TO PICTURES.

Take a pack of cards, and paint the backs of one half
of the pack with what figures you think fit, as men,
birds, women, flowers, &c. Also, paint the faces of the
other half of the cards in the same manner; thus, you
will have a complete pack of odd pictures, and may, by
showing the faces of that part of the pack whose backs
only have been painted, and then by a momen tary
\
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• huflle, ap parently transform them into a set of grotesque
figures. produce much amusement:
There is another manner of making the pack; it is as
fo!low s :-Take a dozen cards or more, and draw a line

from the righ t hand upper corner, to the left hand lower
corner of the face of each of them; they will thus be all
equall y divided. Then paint part of some odd figure on
the ri ght division of each card, leaving the left untouched By a little dexterity, you may now seem to
transform a set of common card. into a painted pac),.
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AlI-rours, High, Low, Jack} {'I r Old

Sletlgc-ThT~e

up, &c., with

t:heats exposed-Dealing a big Hand-Turning a Jac'k c\'ery
neal-Watching the Tens, Signs-Cheats in Shuffling-Cutting and
Deali,ng in Three up-;.\-larkct! Cards, &c.
IIUntf'TOUl!

ALL FOlJRS.

T,llS game is much played by all classes of gambl,ts.
1\1r. Hoyle gi,'es the fullowing rules for this game:
" The game of (Ill fours i~ played by two persons with
an entire pack of cards. Jt derives its name from the four
chances therein; for each of which a point is scored,

viz.: H igh-the highest trump out; Low-the lowest
trump out; l ack-Ihe knave of trumps; Garne--:.the

majorily of pips reckoned for the following cards, as the
players may have in their respective tricl<s, namely : for
an ace, fou\'; for a king, three; a queen, two; a knave.
one; and ten for a ten
Hand.- The cards each player receives from the
'Jealer constitute a hand.
T,·ick.- When each player has played a card, they
constitute a trick, and the person who plays the best card
wins the trick.
.
LAWS OF THE GAME.

1. If, in dealing, the dealer exposes the face of any or
his adverl'lrLl'y's. or his own cards, a new deal may be
demanciec.

2. If discovered, before playing, that tr.e dealer has
given his adversary or 11Imself too Im'ny cards. there
must be a new deal; or, Ir all agree, the extra cards may

be drawn by the dealer from the opponent's hand; but

GAhiE!S AND
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if a single ca~d has been played, there must be a new
deal.
3. No person can beg more than once in a hand,
unless all agree.
4, In playing, you must either follow suit or trump.
on penalty of your adversary's adding one point to his
or thejr game
5. If e ither scores' his game erroneously, it must be

corrected, and his opponent is entitled to one Or four
Doints, us shall have Leen agreed l1p~m.

o.

A person laying down a high or low trump, may

'nquire if it be high or low.
RULES OF PJ.A ¥lNG.
1. The game consists of points, After cutting for

deal, the highest or lowest, as may he agreed upon, wins.

The dealer will then give each player six cards, be·
ginning at his left, dealing one or 'three at a time; after

whic h, the topmost card of the remainder of the pack is
turned up, and is the t rump
2. If the card turned up should be a knave, (jack,)
he dealer is entitled to score one point to his game.

3. If the eldest hand should not like the cards dealt
'l im, he may say.

II I beg ;"
when the dealer may give
each player a point, 01' 'deal three m'ore cards to each,

and then turn up the top for trump.

But if that should

be of the same suit as the first trump. he must continue

deal ing three, and turning up, until a different suit
occurs.

4. The cards rank as at whist; and each player should
strive to secure his own tens and 'court cards, or win
those of his a'dversary; to obtain which, except when
commanding cards are held, it is usual to play a low
one, in order tC' throw the lead into the opponent's hand.
S. Endeavo ' to make your knave as soon as you can

•
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6. Low is always scored by the person to whom 1. is
dealt; but jack being the property of whoever can win
or save it, the possessor is permitted to revoke, and

trump with that card. .
7. Win your adversary's best cards when you can
either by trumping them, or with superior cards of the
same suit.
DECEPTIONS USED IN THE GAME OF ALL FOURS.

This is all that Mr.' Hoyle says in relation to thl'
game; and I will now endeavor to ~how the reader what
changes the sporting gentry have made in this game, in
order to render it more suitable for their purpose.

Mr. Hoyle says it is pl~yed by two persons: it is now
played by any number, from two to six; but more than
six cannot play, for, if there should be a beg, the cards
would not go round. When played by four persons
they may, if they choose, play in partnership, as at whist.
Any other number than (our cannot play in partnership;
consequently. each is for himself, and scores his own

game. According to Mr. Hoyle, the points to be made
before the game is concluded are ten; they are now
universally reduced to seven; and the game is most
commonlv called seven up, or old sledge. This reduction
seems not to have satisfied the desires of the gambler;
. for short games, of quick termination, it is reduced to
five. These games are substantially the same, the only
difference being in the number of points played for.
The game of all fours, seven up, five up, or old sledge,
has, perhaps, as many advantages for gamblers as any

other game

th~t

is played by them, and, consequently,

as many inducements for them to master it.

There is

no game so generally known by all classes of persons,
and very often it is learned in the parlor at a very early
age. Childre" . ··r both sexes, under twelve years of age,

•
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often play well at this game. Hence the professional
gentleman will find victims at this game, when he might
vain seek for one to engage in any other. The
gentleman of ease, the merchant, the clerk, and some of

In

almost all classes of persons, will engage in this game.
Perhaps, at first, merely to while away a few leisure hours

that pass heavily by, and in order to divert the mind, the.y
will make the game interesting by making small bets.
which generally have the effect to engage the m.an's
whole mind in what he is then about; and thus is the
desire for amusement and diversion, coupled with a

probability of gain, so fed and strengthened, that it ere
lung grows into a passion for the card.table't, as strong
and as difficult of restraint as any passion that actuates

the human bosom.
In all fours the best cards to steal out are the ace, the
deuce, and the jack. After having possessed themselves
of these, they will make a trump of tho suit they have
stolen, by slipping the cut. Suppose, for instance, the
dealer has three points to make; he steals out the ace.
deuce, and jack of one suit; he then makes that suit
trumps, his adversary leads, generally, some low card, in
order to turn the lead to the dealer. The dealer then
plays his jack, and saves it, and then shows ace and
deuce, and is declared out.

In such cases, he mayor

may not keep all the cards he has in his hand, as the
cards are scarcely ever counted when one shows out;

or if he is afraid of it, he may put three low cards in his
lap, or he will palm three; by either of which tricks he
hides his theft. The cards, in this game, are marked
that they may be known by their backs.
Stocking is practiced m6re, perhaps. in this game,
As the cards are
not shuffled as: mnch. it renders stockini far more eas,y

~han in whist, as it is more easily done.

•
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and certain. The object of stocking, ip this game, is to
get high, low, jack. ami ten of a suit, and make that suit
Ifrulllps.

By slipping, they

are often

stocked as follows:

while gatheting the trjck~ that have been won, the player
who intends to stock, will put three low cards on the top

of three high cards; and, his deal coming next. he keeps
them at the top by deceptive shuIRing, and plac,es one of
the sarr:e suit as the high cards were of at the bottom,

and then he slips the cut. And, if he is playiug twohanded, he gets the second ,and third; or, if fourhanded, his partner gets them, which is all the same.

And then, while dealing off the last card, he very
adroitly turns up the bottom card for trumps, and is not
suspected, as it is very common for the dealer at the last
to d~al off four cards, and let the bottom one of that four
fall face up for trumps. But instead of all foul' coming
trom the top

bottom.

or the

pack, the [0urt:l one is from the

This trick, Ii'om its being so salOple and easy

to perform, is often practiced.
Watching t11e tens.-As the tens and aces arp. of
much importance in making the game, they are par·

ticularly marked and watched by the gambler, so that he
can make quite accurate calculations as to the amount

of game that is out, and wiJl know how to play accord ingl),. This, of course, is not thought of by any except
the professional gentry_
Turning jacks every deal.- This is a gross der.eption,
accomplished by stocking and dealing from the cut.

The professional gentry do it as follows; th~y wiJl take
a jack of a suit, and place three good cards of that sUit,
upon it, and then three low C3rqs of some other ~uit,

on these again; they will then keep these cards on the
top, and not alter them while shuIRing_ They are then
cut 6y the other party, and the cut lies on the table

GAllES AND TRICKS WITH CARDS
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until they have dealt and turned a trump; w"lch they
.arelessly throw on the cut, and then Iny down the p&ck
and look at their hands. Now, if yeu beg, he picks up
the cut that has the trump on it, and deals ffum it, and
give~ his opponent the three low cards, and himself the
three high cards, and turns the jack. The opponent
not bearing in mind that the trump was placed on the
cut, the deception passes undetected.
Changing packs, or wringing in "cold decks," is practICed in this game to a great extent, and of course any
kind of a hand the person wishes is got by this trick.
Frequently a player will supply himself with a pack oj
cards such as he knows are in general use \vhere he is,
and then retire and mark all the principal ones, and theu,
when playing, "wring" this pack in for the purpose of
having cards tltat are marked all through by himself.
Playing in partnership.-It frequently happens in
this game, as well as at whist, that three secret partners
will be playing against one whom they ha\le seduced
into a game; and they have an advantage here that they
do not have in whist, as they can play tour.handed, and
still be in no visible partnership; but they always play in
one another's hands, as it matters not which of them
wins, they being partners. This is frequently done also
by two against fJoe, playing three·handed.
Playing by signs.-This is done perhaps in this
game more than at whist as it is done when they are
playing in open partnership at a four-handed game, or
when they are playing in secret partnership at a three,
four, five, or six·handed game. By signs they tell one
anoliter what tho" have in their hand" when to beg, and
when to stard ~nd what lo play; all this can be done,
and they Wlil defy an old gamester to detect them,
as their signs have no appearance of being designed
l
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as such; so that the nicest observer would always fa,.

to get any ocular evidence that they were playing by
signs

BIg Itands.-This is ' a hand that is stocked, and is
put up very often in playing for fun, in order to get bets
on it, as it is much more easy to stock in playing for fun
than otherwise, as there seems to be no occasion .for
watching, and the dealer will so stock them as to give
his opponent a hand that he would be easily en ticed to
bet on ; for, to all appearance, it would be as easy for him
to make four as two, and he very readily bets on it,
Now, we will suppose him to be three. He gets, at the
next deal, an ace, king, queen, jack. ten, and deuce of
diamonds, and clubs are tur~ed up trumps. He gives
himself six low cards without any game. You then beg;
he runs them, and gives you the remaining three kings,

and himself the remaining three aces, turning a club fOF
trumps. If you are silent, he will say, "My hand is poor,
and I will give you all you can make," and, you having a
very superior hand, viz., ace, king, queen, jack. ten, and

deuce of trum ps, with the kings of spades, clubs, and hearts,
will claim/our times, and so would any player, from the
FAorest to the best; your hand bids more than fair to
make it. But he will readily otTer to bet you cannot; the
greater the amount, the better for him, as he is sure of
winning. He takes your het, and plays; and after you
have played out your trumps, his three aces calch your
three kings, which altogether cou'\t him twenty.one,
while your ace, king, queen, jack, and ten of trumps,
count you but twenty, and he wins the game. This
hand is very deceptive, and unusually enticing; it will
deceive the very best players, and I haye seen men
bet on it the second and third time, thinking they !lad
sur ely made a misplay; but it is impossible for them t.
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Will unl.ss the dea\er chooses to let them, in o rd. -, to
' mtice them still further on, or to get a larger bet on the
same game again; for which purpose they sometimes
choose to play in a manner that is called throwing the
game away, in order to make you think that when you
lost, you 'might have won if you had played rightly. I
have seen bets run as high as five to one in favor of this
hand; so certain was <the holder of winning, that he
readily risked this odds; but he invariably lost.
There is another hand, called a big hand, that is sometimes played in this game. It is a trick, and is done as
follows: You may be playing for amusement only; the
~ealer will lay out two hands, with their faces upward;
one will be a very good hand, and the other a very poor
one. He will then tell you that you ca'n make any suit
trumps which you please, and take choice of hands.
Of course you will make the trump to suit the best hand.
He will tllen otler \0 bet you a sum that you cannot take
the good han~and make lour, or the poor hand, and
make o~e. The good hand promises so fairly to make
four, that you wo{,ld te very likely to bet and take the
good hand, But you would lose; for you could only
make high, low, jack, and ten for game, while he would
make eleven and beat you. This is a very enticing trick
and I would advise all persons not to bet on it, if it
should ever be proposed to them. The player says, you
may have choice; but he, by all means, prefers that you
would take the large hand, and try to make four; for
the little hand can always make one if played right; but
very few men who play cards will make one from it.
None but ~etcrans, or such as have. through particular
favor, been initiated into the secret by them, wiil do it;
for there are so many ways to play it wrong, that it is
se:dom played right. There are, also, other games}
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where the cards are turned up similariy

TO
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just

<lescribed; but never suffer yourself to be en(:cert into
:lettiIlli on any of them; for thc man that will propose
them will always beat you.
Tltree up.-The points in the game of all f(·urs "e
frequently reduced to three; for what purpose I kr.ow
not, unless to enable the gambler to strip his victim
much sooner than he might otherwise be able to· do; it
being a well·known fact, that the habitual gamester gen.
erally prefers short games. When this game is so reno
dered, it is called" three up;" at which, each player
recei ves but three cards, and a trump is turned. It i.
just like five up in every other respect; and the person
who makes three points first, is out, and wins the game.

There is great room in this game for the gambler to
exercise his tricks. Every cheat that is practiced in
seven up, can be practiced in this game. The following
are but \'ariations of some of the principal cheats in
seven up. A and B may be playing; A steals out seven
cards, as follows; he takes the ace, king, queen, jack,

five, and six, (as we will suppose,) of hearts, and a five
of spades. He then puts down the six of hearts, back
up; this is me.ant for the trump. On this he places next
the five of hearts, then the ace, then the five of spades,
then ,'--0: queen, then king, then jack.

A has these cards

stocked in (~is manner; and when it is B's deal, A will
take the pock to cut, and has a right to shuffle them; in
doing which, he palms those seven cards on the top;
then cuts and slips the cut on top again, and hands the
cards to B to deal. A gets the king and two fives, while
• jack, and queen. A will then beg, and at
B gets the ace,
the same time say to B, " If you will gh'~ me 0::0, I will
make three

j"

B thinks this almost impossible, as he s.::::,·

poses that his ace, queen, and jack are good for high

\
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jack, and game. 'He will be apt to bet that he will make
it. And,if he should bet, as he would be likely to do, A
will play his five of spades, B will play his jack" ane!
leads his ace. A plays his five of hearts; B leads his
queen, and A takes it with his king. and makes low, gift,
and game, B having given him one, and his five being
low, he has king nnd queen, "·,,hich ma1ke him ~ve for
game. 11 has ace aPod jack, which malle him five also;
but'as he dealt. (the de!,ler losing all tie games,) A makes
three times, and wtns
Another cheat is practiced in three up, as follows: A
and B are at play; A is one, and B is two points. A
deals, and gives til three aces; that is, the ace of spades,
hearts, and diamonds, and clubs will be trumps. B begs.
well knowing that so~e one of the suits of which he has
the ace will be the next trump. He will then feel sure
of \yinning, as his ace will be high. He will be very
apt to say, "It matters not what is trumps; 1 shall go
out." A will .al, "If you wiil bet me three fo one, I
will bet you do not go out." And as B considers that A
is ignorant of what he holds, he will feel safe in betting
him; whi.ch if he does, A will run them, and turn up

for trump the jack of clubs, which makes him, also, two.
Now, as clubs was first trumps, he must still run further.
and A turn~ a~ther jack, which wins him the game, as
high is of no avail when the dealer has but one to make,
and turns jack. This trick is done by stocking and
palming, and is well understood by all the gamblers.
I have not attempted here to give a full and complete
knowledge of all the cheats that are practiced in these
games. If the expositions here given shall deter person.
from betting and gambling. my purpose will be accom·
plished, as gaming can never result in good, and is sure
to result In evil. If one, by losing, should receive a

•
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profitable lesson, and reform, the other, by winmng,
receives new encouragement to continue in his evil
""ourse, daily spreading ruin and misery where, before,
all had been peace and contentment.
HOW TO HOLD FOUR KINGS IN YOU~ «AND AND BY
WORDS SEEM TO CHANGE THEM INTO FOUR ACES AND
AFTERWARD TO MAKE THEM ALL BLANK CARDS.

Tal,e four kings in your hand, and apparently sho~
them, then after some words and charms, throw them
down upon the table, taking one of the kings away, add
another card; then taking them up again, and blowing
upon them, you show them transformed into blank cards,
white on both sides, then throwing them down with
their faces downward, take them up again, and blowing
upon them, you show four aces. To do this feat, you
must have cards made on purpose, half cards we may
call them; that is, one half kings and the other half aces,
that by laying the aces, one over the other, nothing but
.ings will be seen, then turning the . kings downward,
Ihe four aces wiII be seen; but you must have two
whole cards, ODe a king to cover the aces, or else it
will be perceived; and the other an ace to layover the
kings when you mean to show the aces; when you
would make them all blanl<., lay the cards a little lower,
and hide the aces, and they wiII appear \ ll white.

'"
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CHAPTER III :
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'!.ooJ or the way they play it on Red Rh'cr: together with the fn! ..

~owing:

The Trick played by the Peter

1I

Fu~kl)

Brokers of New

Orleans-How to nail a card to "he wall by a pistol shot-The way to
change a card by \"ords-How [0 mak~ a card a person draws from a
pa.:k dance on the wall-How to change a card locked up in a bpxHow to tell each card in the pack 'without se~ng them.

DOG LOO , OR THE WAY THEY PLAY

tr

ON RED RIVER.

AMONG the early settlers of Shrieveport, Louisiana,
was: the notorious Dr. Bennett, better known as the Napoleon Thimble.lti8.ger. The Doctor had marry friends
as well as enemies among the citizens. By the latter he
was treated as all gambler~ should be. In other words
they gave him the cold shoulder. Among these was ,an
IEraelite who w~s one of the speculating kind. He had
never been known to make a bet, although a great
shaver in flis business, which amounted to about the
same as L'1at the Doctor was concerned in. He was a
discounter of promissory notes. The Doctor being a
shrewd man discovered the Israelite's weak points,' and
laid a bait for him which I will here explain. The Doc·
tor had a very fin e ,jog, which he shut up two days
without feeding him: He then told a secret partner to
go and p-et into conversation with the broker. and he
would soon come by with his dog, which the partner
would oall into the office and tell the broker to weigh
him; ard he (the owner) would pass on and make no
stop, The partner was also to suggest to the broker the
great, probability of winning some champagne on the
weight of, the dog, as he, after weighing him, would
2
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know his weight better than the owner . • The plan
pleased the Israelite, as he knew the DOclor to he a man
always ready to bet. He weighed the dng, and turned
him loose. The dog went home to his owner, who then
gave him \ome two or three pounds of meat to eat, and
then walked back by the office with his dOl;, and ll1Bde

a stop to converse with some of his acquaintances. The
broker proposed to make a trifling bet that he could tell
the dog's weight as near as the own.er; and finally a very
.arge bet was !nade. The merchant guessed fil'~t, and
the owner guessed about one pound more, and won; for
the meat he had just given his dog made about that
difference. The broker was lood, and could not, for a
long time. account for his being deceived, as but a few
minutes had elapsed since he had first weighed the dog,
But he had, unwisely, suffered himself to be d , awn into
a. bet with a man who made betting his whole business,
and who never calculated to be heaten, or do an honest
act as Ipng as he could find a dishonest one as a sub.
stitute.
A TRICK PLAYED BY THE PETER FUNK BROKERS r,F
NEW ORLEANS,

This ch~at or mode of robbery is played upon many
an unsuspecting Western man who carries his produce
to that market and recei ves Southern money in ex·
change. This makes it necessary that he should find a
broker and make the necessary exchange of funds before
he leaves the city, as Southern money is more valuable
in the South than the West, and the Western money
more valuable in the West than the South, It is very
common to see a dozen of these Peter Funk gambling
brokers at a time during banking hours loiter around
tanks and exchange offir.~s watchin.g for a man ~,ho
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may have money that he wishes to exchange for that

"r

some other state; and if he sees a man who wishes to

effect an exchange, he wiJl step up to him, and say, " I
think I learned you had some funds you wished to exchange."

If he says, "Yes," the other will then say,

"I got a sum exchanged this morning, and I think the
broker has more which he will exchange on favorable

terms, and I wiJl willingly walk with you to Ilis office to
see him."

After reaching the office, everything appears

like a regular broker's establishment. The one in the
office wiJl inquire the amount of your funds, and then
draw you a check on some good bank in the city.
When you present this check the bank knows nothin/(
of any such man, and teJls you it is a forgery. When
you return to the broker's, the place is shut up, and no
one knows of any such person, and you find you have
been most wickedly swindled. Persons visiting New
Orleans, and having money to exchange, should be very
careful about taking checks, as this cheat is often prac-

ticed when there is a ghance of getting a pretty good
amount, and then these sharpers change the scene of
their operations to some other place. The man returns

to the house where the exchange broker had but an
half hour before held forth, where he wiJl find the room
converted into a grocery. and in charge bf another man

and in place of a display of checks, drafts, and money,
:ie will find as a substitute, potatoes, corn, oats, &c

He is done for it and can't help himself.

aow

TO NAIL A CARD TO THE WALL BY A P[STOL SHOT.

A card is desired to be drawn, and the person
chooses it is requested to tear off a cornel' and to
it, that he may know the card-the card so torn is
burnt to cinders, and a pistol is charged with

who
keep
then
gun-
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powder, with which the ashes of the card are mixed
Instead of a ball a nail is put into the barrel, which is
niarked by some of the company. The paek is then
marhed by SOme of the company. The pack of cards is
then thrown up in the air, th"" pistol is fired. and the
card appears nailed against tile wall-the bit of the
corner which was torn off is then compared wi.th it, and

is found exactly to fit, and the nail which fastens it to
the wall is recognized by the perSDn who marked it.
EXPLAKATlON,

When the performer sees that a corner has been torn
from th e chosen card, he 'retires, and makes a similar
tear on a like card. Returning on the theater, he asks

for the chosen card, and passes it to the bottom of the
pack, and substitutes expertly in the place the card
which he has prepared, which he burns instead of the
first. When the pistol is loaded he takes it in his hand
under the pretense of showing how to direct it, &c.

He avails himself of this opportunity to open a hole in
the barrel near the touch.hole, through which the nail
falls by its own weight into his hands; having shut this
passage, he requests one of the company to put more

powder and wadding into the pistol; whilst this is doing,
he carries the nail and card to his confederate, who.

quickly nails the card to a piece of square wood, which
stops, hermetically, a space left open in the partition,
and'in the tapestry, similar to the rest of the room, and
by which means, when the nailed card is put in, it is
not perceived; the piece of tapestry which co,;#ers it, is

nicel y fastened on, the one end of which the confederate holds in his hand. As soon as the report of the
pistol is heard, the confederate draws his thread, by

which means the -ieee of tapestry falls behind a glasst.he card appears ,be same that 'vas markecl-anrl with

J
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,he nail that was put in the pistol. It is not astonishing,
that this t\:ick, being so difficult by its complexion to
be guessed at, should receive such universal applause.
N. B. After the pistol has been charged with powder, a
tin tube may be slipped upon the charge, into which the
nail being rammed along with the wadding, by inclining
it a little (in presenting to one of the spectators to fire,
the tube and contents will rail into the performer's hand
to convey to his confederate. If anyone suspects that
the nail has been stolen out of the pistol, you persist on
the contrary, and beg the company at the next exhibition to be further convinced; you then are to show a
pistol, which you take to pieces to show that all is fair
without any 'preparations-you charge it with a nail,
which is marked by some person in confederacy with
you, or you show it'to many people on purpose to avoid
its being marked. In this case the card is nailed with
another nail, but to persuade the company that it is the
same, you boldly assert, that the nail was marked by
several persons, and you request the sr~btators, to view
it and be convinced.
l

THE WAY TO CHANGE A CARD BY WORDS.

You rou:;t have two cards of the same sort in tht
pack, say the king of spades. Place one next the
bottom card, (say seven pf hearts,) and the other at top
Shuffle the ' cards without displacing those th,.ee, and
show a person that the bottom card is the seven of
hearts. This card you de,xterously slip ~side with your
finger, which you have previously wetted, and taking
the king of spades from the bottom, which the person
supposes to be the seven of hearts; lav it on the table
telling him to cover it with his hand. •
Shuffle the cards again, without displacing the first

/
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and last card, and shifting the other king of spades from
the top to the boltom, show it to another 'person. You
then draw that privately away, and taking the bottom
card, 'which will then be the seven of hearts, you then
lay that on the table and tell the second person (who believes it to be the king of spades) to cover it with his
hand.
You then command the cards to dhange places; and
when tlie two parties take off their hands and turn up
their cards, they will see to their great astonishment,
that your c(,mmands are obeyed.
TO MAKE A CARD 'WHICH A PERSON HAS DRAWN DANCE
ON A WALL.

One of the company is desired to draw a card, which ·
you shuffle again with the others; and it not being found

in the pack, you then order it to appear on the wall.
The very card which was drawn instantly obeys; then
advancing by degrees, and according to orders, it
ascends in a straight line from right to left, and disap_
pears on the top of the wall.
·Soon after it appears agam and continues to dance
upon a horizontal line. (See explanation to the card
locked up in a box.)
TO CHANGE A CARD LOCKED UP IN A BOX.

You ask a person to give you any card he pleases out

of the pack, and you let him put it into a box which is
laded up before the company. You then take a few
cards, and desire another to draw on~ and remember it,
which he does, and the cards are laid aside. You now
unlock the box and the card which the second person
drew, is in the box .instead of the one which is locked up_
EXPLANATION.

A box must be made on purpose with a double bot,

----------
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tom , on the false one is laid the card which the first
person chose.

In locking the box, by a secret spring, the f.lse bottom
is raised with the card, and firmly united to Ihat part
",here the hinges are.

On. the real bottom lies another

cord, whioh had been previously and secretly deposited
there .

1n making a person draw a card a duplicate of this is
forced upon h;m; fol' if he atte mpts to draw another,
ulJdcr some pretense yo u shu ffle the cards again, till at

last Ite takes the very card you intend for him, This
card you know by feeling iI, it being purposely longer
than any of the rest, and is in fact a conjuror's secret
card. You must never let one of those particular or
brief cards remain in a pack when you g ive it to be ex amined.

N, B. This tric k may be varied. A pound note
can be changed into a fi ve pound note, &c. but it
ought to be someth ing which will lie in a narrow

compass, in order that the false bottom may fall closely
into its place.

--

....

-~~ ---

Formerly bird seed was converted into

a living bird by false lids, but these are more liable to
detection than false bottoms; on the false lid bird seed
was glued, and the box when sbown to the co mpan'y appeOl'ed to be full thereof, By drawing up tbe false lin
close to the real one, a bird which had been previously
placed there is then discovered, The false bottoms are
certainly preferable .
TO TELL THE NAME~ OF ALL THE CARDS'IN THE PACK,
BEFORE YOU SEE THE)l

Take a pack of cards, and after you have sh urned
thorn, lay them down on the table with the l,acllS upper·
most, then say, "NolV I will tell yo u the names of all
the cards in the pnck. except one, before I see th em ;"

•
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naving saId so, draw off the uppermost cards and say,
This is my partner. This is he by whose assistance I
shall discover all the i'est of the cards in the pack."
Then put him to your mouth, as though you charmed
U

him, and repeat some magic words; and taking off the
next card from the pack, say, there is my pal'tner,U
If

naming the Jack of clubs or any other card laid dowr.,
and thus proceed until you teil each card in the pack
before you see them.
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CHAP'lER IV.
Oue hundred deceptions in the game of Whist, Stocking, Palming, II Lap"
ping,n Shuffling, Cutting) Dealing) Stealing, with too many other cheats
to communicate in this chapter) with an incident that came immedi~
ate!y under the writer's observation, which should alone, without the one
hundler1 tricks, be sufficient to deter any young man of common semi!t
from staking anything upon a game or trick at cards.

THIS is probably one of the most scientific of all the
g4mes that are played with cards, requiring deeper study
and longer practice than any other to be thoroughly
understood and successfully played. The strict silence
which is required to be observed during the progress of

it, gave rise to the name by which it is called. Mr.
Hoyle, in his Treatise on Gaming, has given a verj
particular account of this one; and when it is played as
he directs, it is a comparatively fair game. But this is
no suffici~nt reason for perpetuating a r'e creation, which
at every step, exercises the most dangerous influence
over the minds and actions of those who practice it.
This game, however, in common with all others, 'as

played by the habitual votaries of gaming, is a continual
series of intrigue and fraud, Those who are addicted
to it spare no pains to render themselves complete
masters of the various cheats by which they expect to
succeed; the principal of these I design to expose; and

gladly would I enter into the most minute details of every
artifice at present practiced among gamblers, would my
limits permit me to do so.

The principal cheats in ..'" game of ,~hist ale stock2"
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ing, pal'ming, marking, signs, mis·dealing. and changing
packs. These I will explain in the order in which I
have mentioned them j and, first, stocking. This fraud
in playing yards is, to the gambler, an important one, as

it gene.rally enables him to get such cards as he wishes,
or to give them to his partner, in a manner that seems

to be accidental 'good luck. Stocking is placing cards
in such a position in the pack as that the cheater is able
lO know whereabouts in the pack they 3rc, and to know

to whom they are dealt. But the grand object is for the
person who stocks them to get them himself; which
If he or his partner should do, he wins; if not, he
cautiously acts on the defensive. Gamble;s, when they
have stocked cards, can almost always shuffle in so
deceptive a manner as not to alter the positions of the
pa.rticular cards they have stocked; and by that means,

they will, although the pack appears to be well shuflled
go where the gambler intends they should go.
One way of stocking. in games that are played with a
tru.rnp, is this, if a particular suit is wanted for trump, this

will be obtained by placing one of the desired suit at the
.bottom of the pack, and keeping it there throughout the
sh~lflle. Then, when the paok is cut, the gambler will
put it under at the bottom of the pack; but the dealer,
instead of putting it there, takes it in his left hand,
and draws the other part of the pack to him with
his right, as if he would put it on top; but as his two
hands come together, he so dexterously slips the cards

in his right to the bottom of those in the len, that the
keenest eye cannot detect the cheat.

The pack remains

the ~ame as before cut, with ' the one a\ the bottom
which he placed there; and as all the pack is dealt out,
and the bottom one turned up for trumps, he has tlte one
he wants. The base cheat of stocking is apt to be
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practiced to a greater or less extent every deal, and
gives adv ant::lge:) that could not be obtained without its
usc. It is done in almost all games, and in a great

variety of ways, some of which I shall explain as I pro·
ceed. None need think of detecting it but the most expert gamblers; and even they have it often practiced
upon them, and areheaten by it.

In whist they stock principally to get the honors, that
is, ace, king, queen, and jack, of the suit that is trump.
These, whcn they aloe all on one side, count them four.
and this is a great stride toward the game, It is also
of some consequence to a gambler to get a cc sequence ·
by stocking the cards; but they prefer making sure of
the honors, and running their risk for an equal share of

the good cards.

A still more dangerous method of

stocking is at times carried on by th e gambler, and by
means of which he is certain of winning any amount
which he can succeed in enticing a man to bet with him;

and I know of no baser' piece of viII any in the whole
routine of card -playing than this vile artifice, which gives

the gambler every advantage, by which he is enabled to
rob his victim with as muc h ease as he will deal his
cards, and without the least remorse of consoience
attending this and the'like intrigues.
When a gambler inte nds practicing this cheat, that is,

the mode of stocking of which 'I have just spoken, he
retj res, and obtains a pack like those in general use,

which is al ways easy to be done. He then will retire
and stock them just as he wishes, which he can do so as
to make any number of points, from one up to ten, lind
is enabled to go completely through a game the first
hand, if he choose' to do so. Should he wish to go out
the first hand, he will stock them as follows: Making any
.uit trumps that he chooses,-we will suppose that h.

j
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makes clubs trumps.- -he will take the ace. king. queen
jack. ten. nine. and eight of ,clubs; then, of spades. t he
ace. 'king, queen, and jack; of diamonds, the ace and king.
He then takes the balance of the pack, and lays out three
cards face up, and puts one of those he has selected out
upon these three, and goes through the whole pack in this
way, having one of the clubs for the last and top card;
this will be the trump; and as the cards he picked out were
placed every fourth card throughout, the dealer or the
one who stocked them gets them. ' He will then, trump
ihe first, if necessary, in order to win it, and will keep
'the lead throughout, winning every trick, which counts

hin: ~~x. ; and possessj~g the four honors, counts him four,
which makes him ten, and the game is won. And the
way this pack, already stocked, is introduced on the
table, is as follows (it is called coming the change):the 'dealer will have the stocked pack lying privately in
his lap, and when the cards they wiTI be using have been
cut,. and are ready to be dealt, ' lIie dealer slips his left
hand up to the under edge of the table, as if to receive
the pack which is on the table, and which, at the same
time; he ,is drawing to him with his right hand, as if to
place it in his left, in which he would hold it to deal
from; bllt in reality he carries his right hand down into
his lap, 'and lodges its contents there, and brings up his
left hand over the table, and commences dealing from
the stocked pack, w~ile some of his secret partners, who
are ' seated about ~n the same room, will privately take
the pack out of his lap, and convey it away, that there '
may be 'no means of detecting the fraud by the discovery
of two packs. This fraud is put in practice when bets
run high, and there is a probability of winning a large
wager.

Another method of stocking wheu it is intended to
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change the packs, is sometimes put in practice j the
object o( wh.ch is to deceive the opponent in his own
hand, by giving him ~ hand from which it would appear

quite certain that he could make from four to eight or
nine points.

This is done in order to entice him into a

bet. We will suppose a player to lack five points of the
game : the dealer deals him a hand of the highest order,
having in it the four hOnors, and other good trumps,
with regular sequences of other suits, and he feels quite
sure of winning j and when the dealer proposes to bet
him that he cannot make two, or even one trick over six,
he will be readily induced to bet on the strength of his
hand; and this is just what the dealer has beeu striving
for .
The manner of stocking the pack in this case is this:
the person who intends practicing this ' cheat will reti re,
and if he makes clubs trumps, he will select out the ace,
king, queen, jack, ten, and nine of clubs; these are the
six highest trumps. He will put with these the ace,
king, queen, jack, ten, nine, and eight of spades; this

hand

for his opponent; and from having two regula,
sequences, he will be-very sanguine of beating, thin,king
it more than likely that his partner has some of the
IS

seven re.maining low trumps, or that they are scattered

between the other three players. By the time his·are all
played out, he will have drawn from the other players
their trumps, and can win, as he supposes, the other

tricks by leading from his spade sequence;' but he will
be deceived, for the dealer gives himself the se,'en low
trumps-a regular sequence of diamonds from ace to
nine; that is, the ace, king, queen, jack, ten, and nine.

This hand is for himself, and the way ill which he puts
the pack together so as to get these cards, and to give
his opponen( the other cards is this: he will take the

j
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first s€rlec~d hand. and lay down one card from it, face

up; theu put upon 1t two cards from the part of the pack
left after the selection, then one card from the hand
which he wants for himself, then one from his opponent's

hand, and two from the other portion, &c., until the
whole are put together.

Then, when they are wanted

they are intTOduced upon the table as in the other ease.
We will suppose that A and C are partners, and Band
D are their opponents: A will introduce this pack upon

the table when Band D are yet wanting five points;
his left·hand opponent, B, gets the hand containing the
high trumps . A's partner, C, knows that this pack has
been introduced, and in order to entice Band D to a

bet, C will say, " We have nothing, and might as well
give Band D all they can make." Then B, holding so
good a hand, will claim 'the game, as he has the four
~()nors, which count him four, and, besides, a regular
sequence of spades, which is good for every trick after

the trumps are all played, and he feels sure that he can
make three or four odd tricks, and one is enough to win

the game for him. I-Ie will persist in being allo.wed the
game; but A opposes, and offers to .bet 00 it, and B feels
so ve()' confident, that he will accept of a bet on such a
hand; and if A should fail getting a bet on better terms,
he will bet B that he will not make one odd tr ick. This
bet he will be certain to take, and they then play. B
trumps, and wins the fil'st and the five s'ucceeding tricks;
A still has o l;1e small trump, and wins the seventh trick,
and leads from his sequence of diamonds, and makes

every trick after that, and of course gets the odd trick,
and B loses. These methods of stocking cards for the
purpose of winning. the game, are but a few among the
many methods by which the wicked gambler will en-
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deavor to strip those who will throw themselves'in his
way.
Stealing out CQ1'ds, and palming.-The cheat of
stealing cards is practiced as often, perhaps, as any other

fraud in card-playing. It is of great advantage to the
gambler, and gives him an opportunity of forming very
good winniQg hands. In whist, the most desirable cards
to steal out are the H honors," and. sometimes all four
will be stolen out by one man, that is, the honors of one '

suit; and then he will make that suit trump by keeping
one of them at the bottom. This .can be done by the
backs as well as by the faces, for the ca,:ds in general
use now by the gamblers can all be known by the backs,
and a player will know by the backs where any particular
card is dealt; and if he should not steal the honors, he
can deal them to himself or his partner, by dealing off
the second card instead of th e top card, whenever the

top card is one that he may want fo·r himself; and if he
should steal two of the honors out, he will hide the theft
by dealing each player two cards twiee; then all will have
their proper number, and his theft remain hid; or he will
miss giving himself a card twice during the deal, and
hide the theft by that means; or he will give himself two
twice during the deal, and have sixteen, while the others

have but twelve each; he will then hide his theft by coocealing four cards that are poor in the palm of his hand,
and in gathering a trick will place ,,11 upon his bunch of
tricks. And as his tricks are all bunched, the players
will depend on counting the tricks of the other party to
determine who has won the odd trick j and hence: he
succeeds in hiding his th eft. These barefaced cheats

are constantly being practiced all over the country by
gamblers of every grade, and they generally perform
t:,em so artfully as not to be detected.

•
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Pl~ying by signs.-Most gamblers travel through
the country in partnership; that is, two or more will be
in secret partnership, that when they are all playing at

the same table, they may assist each other. And it is fie
matter which of them wins, as they will divide the spoils.
This being the case, it is of importance that they should
be able to carry' on a secret correspondence in order t(·
understand one another. This is done by various signs,
perfectly understood among those who are confederates.

The principal mode of giving signs is the way in which
a pl"yer will take hold of his cards, and hold them in his
hand. By slight movements of the fingers, he will convey to his partner a knowledge of all the principal cards
in his hand.

These and various other signs are as in~

telligible from the one to the other as the plainest words
could be, and they ar.e used in all games more or less,

and in every variety of way, with the evil de::;ign of ,more
easily fleecing those who will play with them.
Marking cards.-This is done in many different
ways. Almost all gamblers play with cards that are
marked by the manufacturers; but it is of those that are
not so marked that I now speak. If the marks should be
strange to the gambler, he will mark them to suit himself. This will be done when none are suspect.ing it,
and is generally done while being held in the hllnd, and
with the nails or by small scratches on their edges, or by
bending the corners in a manner understood by themselves; sometimes by turning the card face up, and
marking the face with the thumb nail, or any hard thing
that will make a mark that will shbw on the back.
There are many methods of marking cards, each player
having his own peculiar way, and it would be quite impossible to give an expose of them ill. What I have
said on this subject I hope will be deemed sufficient.

•
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Playing tltree against one.-AII over our country
where gambling.is carried on, there is always more or
ess partnership existing. When gamblers are in cit;esl

they frequent those places of resort that are. most likely
to furnish them with the greatest number of victims, nnd
where they can best carryon their nefarious occupation

to the ruin of all whom they may be able to seduce into
play; and in the west and south-west, where there is a
great deal of travel on steamhoats, there are, nearly every
trip, some of this class of men on board. Here, as in
.cities, do they gamble to a very greai extent. By travel
ling up and down the river in steamboats as passengers,
they fall in with many business men, who have money~
and many who for sport, or with the hope of gain, will
play cards almost at any time. And if they have not
before fallen in company with gamblers, they are very
apt to consent to play Teadily. As this class of men are
generally as 'cautious, polite, and genteel in their manners as possible, in order lhat lhey may the better con·
ceal their true character, and as there are, mostly,
several of them in partnership, they will not be long
without getting up a game. Three of them wil!.get to a
card.table, and as they will want four, they will poEtely
inquire of a gentleman if he plays whist, this being a
game very generally und'erstood, and considered gen~eel;
and hence they will have very little if any hesitation in
a,sking a gentleman to play it. And if he consents to
play, out protests against betting, they will content them·
.selves with a proposition to play for the cost of the cards,
or for glasses for the company. This will hardly be ob·
jected to; but the next sitting, having become somewhat acquainted, they will insrst on playing for a suffi·
cient sum to m'ake the game interesting; and there are
few men who will, under such circumstances, play cards,
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that w ill refuse to play for a quarter each, in order to
renuer the game of some interest. Now, when &" man

sits down to a table where there are three secret partners, it make;; no difference whom he draws for his partner; he will, of course, get one of the th I'ee.

He is then

at play with three well-skilled adversaries, and the man
who is perforce his partner, will playas much as he can
that he may Jose. that he may in the end win; for whatevor the other two win will be divided after the game
is closed _
A man can nevel win against such odds; and after
losing a fe w games, he 'will become somewhat excited,

and think himself unlucky, as all men like to win,
whether it bc little or much they are playing for. A man
will, in cases like the above, be apt to propose doubling
the bet, and if hc does not, his partner will do it, holding
out at the S8me time, tbe probability of winning some of
tho games; and every game which they may win that has
been doubled, willll1ake up for two that were lost befoi·e.
This is generally enough to do away with his predeterminatIOns, and he puts up again and again, but stili con·
tinues to lose as long as he has anytl~ing.lo lose and will
play; and finally gets up from tbe table bitterly regretting
the unlucky moment he suffered himself to be "eguiled
into the commission of an act he had ever considered

3S

sinful and ruinous in the extreme.
I have known young men to be invited to play whist,

and at first they would play for a quarter a game. They
would lose, and become excited, and then double, in the
hopes of winning, thinking it unreasonable that they
should not win a single same; but still they lost, for they
c()uld have no ch~n('e of winning a game against tbe
professional skill of the old gambler, and played on

.•
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against matchless odds until they were drained of their
last dollar.
I was a passenger on a boat on the western waters,
several years since, and a young man whom I knew
to have played against three secret partners, sat down at
first for amusement only, and with astrong determination
not to bet a cent. He played. became interested in the
game, and consented to play for a fluarter a corner, and
he lost several games. He became still more interested,
or rather excited, and doubled in order to win; but he
lost again, and doubled again, and continueCl losing and
doubling, until from a quarter he doubled up to the
amount of one hundred and twenty-eight dollars, which
he bet on a single game. But he or his partner never
won the first bet, or came any nearer ten than six
points. And when he quit the table he was a loser to the
amount of S1'X hundred dollars. This young man was a
good, moral young man, and hated !l.mbling; but he, in
an evil moment, consented to play just for amusement!
and paid dearly for it. The three gamblers with whom
he had been playing, retired after he left the table, and
divided the. spoils between them. Such things as these
are almost every-day occurrences in 'the haunts of the
gamblers, who scruple not to use every means to carry

out their purposes.

•
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CHAPTER V.
GambJers~

pretended witchcraft exposed.-Dropping the PigNn.-The
forcoo Card Trick exposed.-Bending-Shifting-Turning-Stealing,
&c.-Three Jacks II in a Horn."-The Game of Thimbles, alias little
Joker, or the best Two in Three.-The trick of Thirty-One, or the
Fascinating Game, or trick played by Dr. Ber.nett, alias Charles James
' Fox, of England.

GAMBLERS' PRETENDED WITCHCRAFT EXPOSED, OR THE
WAY TO TELL THE CARD YOU TlflNK OF.
TUE

gamble,· is always ready to make a penny by any

means he can .. If he cannot get a man to sit down to

playa game of cards with him, he will by degrees iutro.
duce some trick at cards, which he will be likely to bet
au.
A gambler will take a pack of cards, and say to a by.
stander, " I can tell the card you think of," which would

be doubted, yet it can be effected. And for the purpose of
preventing such imposition, I will lay down the principles
of the trick so plainly, that the detection of the cheat
will require no great sagacity or penetration . He will
throw upon the table, or gi~e to the dupes, some five or
ten cards to examine, of which they are requested to
make a selection. They each select one, and then return him the cards, which he takes, and makes a false

shume, keeping the ones he gave out for selection either
at the top or bottom. He thep takes them by parcels
from the other part of the pack, with the exception of
one which he takes from the parcel given- for selection,
and throws down, say from ten to fifteen of the main
body, with one of the selected exposed. Turning them
face upwards, he will remark, "When any of you who
/
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lad the privileg~ of selecting discovers the card exposed,
please say. 1 see it;" and when the person selecting
iiscovers the card he selected, he says, I see it. The

sambler can then tell that the card he throws down,
which has been taken from the main body, is the one
he in his mind had previously selected, and thus he con-

tinue'S until all are thrown upon the table. After he has
been told by each that there is one among the ones exposed, he will proffer a bet that he can tell which. He
can; and if all should happen to think of the same, it
makes it the more easy for him to recollect, and in that
case only Olle parcel will be exposed. He theu puts
them into the pack and shuffles them thoroughly, an4

will tell you to draw any card you please, and lay it
upon the top, and he will make it the one you thought
of. You do so; and supposing you to have first thought
of a ten of clubs, and in drawing you draw the ace of
diamonds, he tells you to lay it upon the top. You do
it. He then remarks that the card upon the top is the
card.

You feel confident he is mistaken, as you thought

of the ten of clubs; the one on top is the ace of diamonds; but don't bet, for "in the twinkling of an eye,
he puts the ten upon the top, and removes the ace to
the centre of the pack. The change being effected, he
may even pas::! the cards to you, that you may be ~:lore
certam that you cannot be deceived. You make your
bet; and, when it is too late, discover that you have
been imposed upon. He pockets your cash, and laughs
at your ignorance and simplicity. From this anyone
can understand this trick, as well 8S Jearn to what all
extent villains will tax their ingenuity to plan out and

practise such despicable cheats for the purpose of swind.
ling those who do not understand them

.
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THE FORCED CARD TRICK EXPOSED.

There are other methods of putting up cards for the
purpose of knowing Ihe order in which they will run
off. The above, however, is sufficient to satisfy any
one that this can be done, and that none need bet
against it with the expectation of winning.
There are other tricks of drawing cards. A man will
hold you a pack of cards, and tell you to draw one; and
after you have drawn' one, you put it back in the pack,
and shuffle the pack. He then offers to bet that he can
tell what il is. You might, after the pack had been so
well shuffled, suppose it quite impossible. But do not
bet on it, for he can tell. If they should be advantage
cards, he can tell by the back ,vhen you draw it out; if
they are not, he will sometimes force a card. This is
done by projecting a little some three or four cards that
he knows, and has previously looked at. These cards,
by projecting a little, are most handy to you, and you
will be likely to take one of them; if so, he knows what
you have got as soon as you draw it.
BENDING, SHIFTING, TURNING, STEALING, &0.

There is another triel, of bending the whole pack back
a little; you then draw one. and while you are looking
at it, he will bend the pack in a contrary direction, and
when your card is put in the pack, from being bent in a
contrary dil'ection, it will press against the othersJ and
wherever it may be, will cause a slighl opening, and by
that be can always tell where it is.
This trick is sometimes practised as follows: a m~n
will lake a pack of canis, and show you the top nard,
and say, .. You see this card on top;" and after you have'
looked al II, he PUIs it back; perhaps it may be ten of
hearts. He will say, " J will bet you il is the ace 0'
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spades ;" but you have seen it, and you know it is not.
He then has the ace in the middle, and slip' the bottom
part of the pack on the top so quickly that you cannot
see him do it He will thell say, "Now, sir, I will bet
you that this top card is the ace of spades;" and you
might be willing to bet, not knowing that he has changed
them; but, in betting, you would certainly lose by his
artifice.
At other times, he wiJJ face one half of the pack against
the other, and after showing the top card, 110 will turn
the pack over, and the one on that side will he what he
said the one on the othel' side was j and you will be de ~
ceived by not noticing his turning the pack over.
THE THREE JACKS "IN A HORN."

There is a trick often played called" the three jacks."
A man will seemingly have three jacks on the top of the
pack. He will put the three top cards, which you suppose to be jacks or aces, whichever he shows you, in
various parts of the pack. H e will then take 'bne and
put it in near the bottom, and an other near the middle,
and another higher up, and then let you cut the cards.
He then offers to bet that they are all three together in
some part of the pack, which they cannot fail of being,
as he has th!'ee other cards on top of the jacks when he
shows you their faces, which he disperses in their stead,
not moving the jacks, and the cut only places them in
the middle of the pack.
TIlE GAME OF THIMBLES, alias LITTLE JOKER, OR THE
nEST TWO IN THREE.

This game is always played by thieves of the meanest
kind, and, in fact, but fe w men who follow gambling
but play the game of 'I'IIDJI1L ES or LITTLl:: JOKER about
race-tracks, and places ·where there js a large gathering.
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The person playing it will have three thimbles and a
.mall ball. This he will shift about f"om one thimble
. to another; sometimes letting you plainly see which he
puts it under, in order to make you feel confident that
you can tell where it is. After they have changed it
several times, they will offer to bet that you cannot tell
which it is nnder. Let not this trick deceive you, for
you never could tell by their movements where it is;
for they can change it, and you cannot see them do it;
and when you think it is under one, it is under another,
and you will certainly be deceived. Then, if they did
not deceive you by their movements, the odds of the
thimbles are against you, for you can only choose one of

the three, while he has two to your one.

This game or

trick is vastfy deceptive, and none can win at it, if the

player wills that they silould

lose.~

THE TRICK OF TIDRTY-ONE, OR THE FASCINATING GAME
OR TRICK INVENTED AND PLAYED BY DR. BENNETT,
ALIA~ CHARLES JAMES FOX, OF ENGLAND.

A trick oft,en introduced by "spo"ling men," for the
purpose of deceiving and making money by it. It is
called" thirty-one." I caution all not to play or bet
with a man who introduces it: for, most probably, if he
does not prop'?se 'belting on' it at first, he will after he
gets you interested, and pretend to teach you all the
secrels of it, so that you can play it with him; and perhaps he will let you beat him if you should play in fun;
but if you bet, he will surely beat you. It is played
with 1he first si;x: of each suit-the aces, in one row, t-he
deuces, in another, the tlz1"eeS, in anothe~; then the
(OUTS,

fives and sixes-all laid in rows,

The object

now will be to turn down cards alternately, and endea• For particulars see incident in the last chapter of this work, entitled,
"Tbe game of THIMBLES 1 or BEST TWO I~ THRl:E,"
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VOl' to make thirty-one points by so turning. or as near
to it as possible, without overrunning it; and the. man

who turns down a card, the pips of which make him
thirty-one, or so near it that the other cannot turn down
one without overruning it, wins This trick is very de·
ceiving. as all other tricks are, and requires much prac-

tice to be well understood.

The persons using it I have

known to attach great importance to it, and ' say that
lVIr. Fox, of England, was the first ,to introduce it; and
that it was a favorite amusement of his. Be this as it
may, it should never have any influence in determining

a person to pl~y it, even though he may think that he
understands it well. I have known a mall to play at
this game every day for a month, and he thought he
understood it thoroughly; he then bet on it, and lost
about three thousand dollars in a very short time.

This

should teach all persons to know that gamblers never
calculate on being beaten at their own game; and if
they should, it is by another gambler, who is a little
smarter than themselves in the practice of intrigue-

not by a novjce.
DROPPING THE PIGEON.

This fraud is often practised upon the unsuspecting.
Sometimes by a pin· box or needle-case, at other times

by a five cen t piece or some other coin. Men who will
not play cards are often swindled by this trick. The
'Way it is done I will explain, by relating a game which
~vas played in Cincinnati. A young rna" had c?me to
the west for the purpose of purchasing a small quantity
of land. Some of the gamblers became acquainted
with his errand, and determined to have his money.

They could not get him to play any game, for he knew
none.

Two of them combined to effect their purpose,
3

J
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nr.d they agreed to drop the pigeon on him, saying, that
they knew he would bet on it. This pigeon is a curio
ously contrived needle~case, which opens at both ends,
but has but one visible opening. This is filleo with
needles. The secret opening at the other end also has
needles in it. but they are stuck into cork, or some such
substance, to keep them from rattling. In this afrair the
two gnmblcrs pretended to be entire strangers.

One of

them irn'ited the young man to take a wall, with him;
he consented to do so ; the other took the case, and
went on ahead out of si,.!h t, and dropped the case in the

road. The gambler and the young mnn behind came
up with the cnse, <lnd the gambler, who was watching,
picked it up, and said, "See here, we have a line needlecnse, and we will have a joke on the owner, if we meet

with him ."

He Ih en opened the visible opening, and

turned out the needles into the young man's hand, an d

tolel him to keep them while he put pins in their place.
'l'his he did, and shut the case up again . Presenlly the
secret partner of the gnllIblel' came, meeting them as a

stranger, and inquired jf they had seen a very nice

needle· case, which he had lost a while before. The
young man, who still held the cnse, replif'd. Yes, 1
ha\"e it here; but it is no needle·case j it is a pin-case."
"0, no," said the man, ,. it has some very fine needles
in it." The gamLler then said, "1 would like to bet
It

yon that there are no needles in the case," The owner
of the case gave it a shake, and rattled the pins, and
then said, "I will bet there are." The gambler pulld
out a five dollar bill, and offered to bet five dollars.
The owner of the case replied, that he would bet four
hundred dollars. The gambler said that he had not so
much money . The young man felt so confident that he
would win, if he should bet, that he offered to bet twenty

-'---~l
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(, No," said the owner, I will bet four hundred

dollars, and no less."

The gamb:er said to the young

tnan, "Let us bet him the fonr hundred dollars; I will
bet one· half of it." The young man put up his half, and
the gambler then said, "I have not the money 110\\' with
me; do you put it up for me, as we can but \"v"in." The
young man said he had not so much with"him, but he

would ~ut up his gold watch to make up the balance.
Re did so, and the gambler held the stakes. The owner of the case pulled out the s(0pper, and turned out the
pins. They' then laughed at him; he said there should
be needles somewhere in it; he t.hen opened the secret
opening, and there were some dozen or two fine needles
stuck there, l;lnd of course he won, as he bet there were

needles still in the case.

The young man's feelings can

better be imagined than described.

I saw him after

this, and he told me he had not wri Iten home since, and

should not until he should have retrieved his loss. lIe
told me that if it should be known at home how he haa
lost his money, he would be ruined in the estimation of

all who knew him, and that he ne"er intended to go or
write home, until he had made as :nuch or more than

he had lost.
Another mode of dropping the F;geoll. is frequently
practiced, by folding up two five ccllT. pieces in a paper,
the two being separate, one on eaeb side.

The paper

is dropped and managed same as the needle-case or pinhox, This trick is much practiced at Cleveland, Ohio•

•
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CHAPTER VI.
l'he game of Eucre- Tricks in Horse-racing; or the Gourd game

81

j.Jayed· in Kentucky-Ten duplicate cal'ds.-How to make a card chosen

..:atch in a man's teeth-Jack Tar's Prayer Book; or the Pack o!' Cards
J;:UCRE,

TfIIs is a game much played, but it is not to be found
in Mr. Hoyle's Treatise. As it is not my purpose to
teach games, 1 shall forbear to give any kno\vledge of
the manner of playing this game to those that are no w
ignorant of it. This game is' much played in various
parts of the country, particularly sOll,th and , west, as a
parlor amusement; and on that account is much more
dangerous than if it were confined to the haunts of t he
gambler; fOJ" it is very seldom that ;youngsters. who ac ~
'1uiJ'e a knowledge of gaming in the parlor, co nfine it to
that place.; when, in most of such cases, if they had been
u nder the necessity of visiting the haunts of the gambier
for their first rudiments, they would never have lea rned
at all . The game is also play~d by all classes of gamblers in almoRt all kinds of places; , and the you ng man
who has learned this game in the parlor, wi ll , when he
is traveling on s·t eamboats, ox puts up at hotels, find wh at
he supposes to be gentlemen innocently amusing the mselves with a game of wnich he knows no harm; an d
should he be invited to sit and play, he readily ac bepts,
feeling quite honored at being invited to playa friendl y
game with strangers, who have every appearance of being gent.ierne.n. The next thing he will be apt to hear
is, What shall we pia), for? Perhaps they w ill be 80
very moderate the first time. as to decide to play for a
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quarter a game; and as he is among strange rs, whom he
takes to be gentlemen, he c10es not like to appear penurious, and so suffers himself to be almost ;:lsen .:ilbl y led
into staking on a game that he will not be apt to will
even once, and all from haying learned it as a social
amusement in the pador.
This game, like others, is subject to vnrious ('.r.eats,
such as marking the card~, sometimes stocl,ing, playing
by signs, pia) ing two and three secret purtners agaillst
one, stealing out and retaining cards from one de al to
anolher; besi"des, a Il.1Ull will ofre'ft take, when it is his
deal, more cards than his proper number, and secrete

some of the poorest until a good opportunity for putting
them back in the pack arrives. A jack is the most desirable card to retain, as it will be a trumi) in two suits.
In playing four-handed, the game may be played in
partnership. If two of the company shouid be of the
patent order, they are certain to beat the other two

players; this they will do by signs previously Itnd erstood
between them, by which they will tell one anothe" what
is in their hands, when to turn the trump ~t)wn. ,·"hat
to make the trump when it is their turn, how to play
when it is the other's lend, as follows; A un. l, G I\re ::lit·
ting opposite, and are, in secret, partners; n ana I) are

partne,·s, but n0t of the pa',-nt order; B, who sits t;) tho
left of C, has the deal, and plays alone. C Imows, by
marks, what he holds in his hand, and if he has an odd
card that is not a trump, C will give a sigll to lead that
suit if he has it, and if B's card is larger, C will trump
it, and break his march, and B can then mnlie but one

)'oint; when, if A and C ~ad 1I0t played by signs, B
would have made four point'; for evell if B should held
ace of the suit which A led, he must play it, and
would win it by trumping. Another case in which

c:
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signs are much used, js this ; B may deal, and all the
players may pass; B, th. dealer, for the want of good
cards, turns the trump down; it then becomes A's turn
to lIIake the trump; C, his partner, holds a hand sufficient to venture alone; he gives A the sign, and A

makes the trump to suit hilll, and he plays alone, and
ma!ies four puints, where he might not. out for this arti.
lice, have made any thing.

~gain,

by

the artifice of

signs. they know how to preserve trumps, and not play
two when one will 3115\\'e1': ]~ may lead-A will not
trulnp. knowing by si~ns that C, his partner, has a high
trump. He will play some ul)impol'tant card, and let
the trick still belong to B; D lJIay trump or leave it B's
tl'.ck, but C will by all means win it by high trumping,
if he 11lU~t; this ul'lifice saves A's trump for another
trick. Then the cheat of so sCl'atch~ng and bending the
corners of the nces and jacks, and sorne other principal
cards, that one can cut so that his partner 01' himself
will get them, is often practiced by the patent gentry.
In this game. which is played daily on the western waters on board of the various st"aer.-packets, players will
often seek to get the ollieers of the boat engaged,
seemingly only for amusement. This is to them one of
the quickest and best means of get.ting at play wi th the
passengers. Thc officers of the boat, feeling bound to
treat passengers well, will politely sit down and play for
amusement as invited, and being soon called away to
th eir duty, will be very likely to introduce some of the
passengers to supply their places.~ This is just what
the sporling man wishes; and soon Le will propose playing for cigars, or for their glasse~J or the cost of the
cards. This passes off very well : he has succeeded in
• Watch this class of officen.
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getti ng acquainted wi th some of t he passengers, and at
the next sitting, playing for money will be introduced,
and it is generally no hard matter to get gentlemen to
play for money; for gambling has hecome so prevalent
here, that few, indeed, think of sitting down to amuse
themselves \\,ithout playing for something, however
small th~ amount; and every man, who is not a professed gambler, is inevitably bound to get up loser. And
as one dissipation leads to another still more exciting,
BO one game leads to another; and often the game of
eucre will be laid aside for that w.hich is more exciting
and ruinous-the 'faro bank, for instance, at which nine
out or every ten that will continue to bet against it
will certainly ruin themselves. And I will here add, let
not a man's appearance, or conversation and mannel'S,
so far inte(est you in his behalf. as to cause you to consent to take any kind of game with him: for it is running a great ri sk without an adequate compensation.
THE TEN DUPL1CATE CARDS.

Select any twenty cards; let any person shufne them;
lay them by pairs on the board, without looking at them.
You next desire several persons, (as many persons as
there are pairs on the table;) each to look at dillerent
pairs, and remember what cards compose them. You
then t.ke up all the cards in the order they lay, and re.
place them with their faces uppermost on the tallie, according to the order of the" letters in the ioliowing

words:
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M U
I

2

T U S
3

4

D E D I
6

7

CARDS

8

9

5

T
10

N

0 M E N

11

12

13

14

15

C 0 C I

S

16

20

17

18

19

(These words cOllvey no meaning. ) You will observe
that they contain ten letters repeated, or two of each
sort. You therefore ask each person, which row or
rows the cards he looked at are in; if he say the first,

you must know they must be the second and fourth,
there being two letters of a sort (two U's) in that row:
if he say the second and fourth, they must be the ninth
and nineteenth, (two I's) and so of the rest. This
amusement which is very simple, and requires very little practice, will be found to excite, in those who are
unacquainted with the key, the greatest astonishment.
The readiest way is to have a fae-simile of the key
drawn on a card, to which you refer.
TRICKS IN HORSE· RACING, OR THE GOURD GAME AS
PLAYED IN KENTUCKY.

The race-ground may be justly styled an immense
gambling-house. There is generally not a building on
a race-course, that is not, in part at least, occupied by
the gamblers; from the one who bets his thousands on

his horse, to the petty blackleg who plays" thimble, "
for a picayune. All those games and cheats used by
gamblers are put in practice here, on all parts of the
ground. In ' the Southern Slates, the females visit and
share in the excitements of the race to quite a:s great ao

/
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extent as the genteel pori ion of the males. They gc
there, and select their favorite horse, and often bet
largely on the races. All these things. taken together)
rend er the race-course more extensi·~'ely injurious in its

influence than any other resort of gamblers.
Having spoken elsewhere of the various cheats

III

gambling, I will here relate one used in horse.racing.
There was a man in Kentucl{y noted for making match
races; and a club of men went to t~e expense of pro-

curing a fast horse in order to beat a horse which he
boaoted much of. The jockey closed the agreement for
a race with a bet of about two thousand dollars; and
the club was very certain of beating him. When the
day arrived for the race, and the horses started, the club
horse wer.t ahead of the jockey's immediately, and took
the inside trael;;, nearest the fence . At the first turn, he

fell to his knees, and while recovering himself, the slow
horse got ahead of him, and after running some distance,
the fast horse fell again, and the jocliey's,slow horse won
the race. The fast hor:5e having become lame from his
fall, his owners were much chagrined at their misfol'tun~; and on the next morning went to the jockey's
lodgings, to endeavor to close another race with him.

The landlord informed them that he had lert the evenin g before, soon after the race was over. This sudden
departure, after a successful race, excited their suspi-

cions oHoul play. They then examined the tt ack, and
found that the jockey had dug a number of small holes
on the inside of the track, and put gourds into them;
spreading a little loose dirt over them; a·.td wher, .the
fast horse ran close to the renee, he ,~ould [read on
these gourds, and would sink and stumble; thus giving

the slow horse an opportunity of running ahead of him.
When this discovery was made, they decided on having
3'
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a race at all events, and so ch.sed the gentleman nearly
a hundred miles, but did not succeed in overtaking him.
This race was as interesting. or mOTe so, than the firsl
The jockey was a very noted character, among those of

his profession, and well known generally, and. as may
well be supposed, was never afterward allowed to enter
a horse on any course throughout the state .
HOW TO MAKE THE CARD CHOSEN CATCH IN A MAN'S
TEETH.

You ask a person to draw a card , which he does, and
putting the pack of cards in a boy's mOllt~, you tell him
that card shall oilly remain there. You then give the
card a biow, and all fall down except the card that was
drawn.
EXPT.ANATIO:S-.

Having forced a particular card upon a lady or gentleman, you tak~ care to put this card oilly between the
bo) 's teeth. anJ the rest you can easily jerk away.

This trick may be varied. You may put the card.
into the boy's porket, and ask the lady or gentleman
whether you shall draw that card out, Or leave it by
its.lf. Which.I'er is desi"ed, you can easily do, hal'ing
al read y sel'arateJ the card from the pack while putting
them into the pocket.
JACK TAR'S PRAYER BOOK, OR THE PACK OF CARDS.

A nobleman in the city of London who kept a great
number 9f servants, had employed as a confidential ser·

vant an old superannuated JACK TAn. Jack soon be·
came the decided favorite, and upon him did he place
all of his most important services. This excited great
jealousy among the others, who, in order to prejudice
their master, put into his pocket a pack of cards. and
then accused Jack in broad terms of being a gambler.
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Jack was called up, and closely interrogated, but he
denied the fact, at the same time declaring he never
played u card in his life. To Le more lully convinced,
the gentleman ordered him to be searched, when behold
a pack of cards was found in his pocket. Highly incensed at Jack's want of veracity, the nobleman de-

manded in a rage, how he dared persist in an untruth?
., My lord," replied he, "I certainly do not know the
meaning of a card: the bundle in my pocket is my
almanac.'"
u

Y Ollr almanac, indeed? then I desire you will

prove it."
"Well, sir, I will begin.

There are four suits in the

pack, ihat intimate the four qual,t ers in the year.

There

are thirteen cards in a suit; so there are thii·teen weeks
in a quarter. There are also the same number of luna..
tions; twelve s'igns of the zodiac, through which the
sun steers his diurnal course in one year. There are

fifty . two cards in a pack; that directly answers the
number of weeks in a year.

Examine them more mi.

nutely. and you will find three hundred and sixty-five
spots, as many as there are days in the year; these
multiplied by twenty-four "od sixty, and you have the
exact number of hours and 'minutes in a year.

Thus,

sir, I hope I have convinced you it is my almanac; and
by your lordship's permission, I will prove it my prayerbook also.

I look upon the four suits as representing

the" four prevailing religions, Christianity, Judaism, M ahometism and Paganism; the h,velve court cards remind
me of the twelve patriarchs. from whom sprang the
t\\'elve tribes of Israel, the twelve Apostles, the twelve

Articles of the Christian faith.
The king reminds me of the allegiance due to his
majesty. The queen of the same to her majesty. The
H

<
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my recollection the ten cities in the plain~

of Sodom and GomotTah, destroyed by fire and brimstone from heaven; the ten plagues of Egypt; the tep
commandments; the ten tribes cut off for their vice.
The nine reminds me of the nine muses; the nine noble
orders among men. The eight reminds me of the eight

beatitudes; the eight persons saved in Noah's ark; also
the eight persons mentioned in the Scripture to be re-

leased from death to life. The seven reminds me of the
seven ministering

~pirits

that stand before the throne of

God; the seven seals wherewith the book of life is
sealed; the seven liberal arts and sciences given by
God for the instruction of man; the seven wonders of
the world. The six reminds me of the six petitions
contained in the Lord's Prayer. The five reminds me
'of the senses given by God to man-hearing, seeing,
feeling, tasting and smelling. The four puts me in mind
of the four Evangelists; the four seasons of the year.
The three reminds mc of the Trinity; the three hours
our Savior was on the cross; the three days he lay
interred. The two reminds me of the two Testaments j
the two contrary principles struggling in man, virtue
and vice. The ace reminds me of the only true God to
adore, to' worship, to serve; one faith to believe j one
truth to practice, and oue good master to serve and to
obey."
,. So far is very well," said the nobleman; "but I believe you have omitted ODe card, the knave."
" True, my lord; the knave reminds me of your lordship's informer."
The nobleman became more pleased with Jack than
before, freely forgave him, raised his wages, and dis·
charged the informer.
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CIIAI'TER VII.
Tricks of Peter Funk Mock AU('tioru; of New York-The old Grandmother's Trick-Pug Ugly, or the man that toM ages-The Card in the
Egg-The Charmed Twelve-To tell the card thought of in a circle, &c.
PETER FUNKS.
TillS class of swindlers is composed of <I fancymen,"
gamblers," and ,; bullic::s," who are called the II protectors" of the lowest ol'der of females, or in other words
the lovers :lnd pensioneJ's of II midnight nymphs of the
pa\'e," of the most abandoned kind, inmates of II panel
houses I> and five-point roo/~e1·ies. These gentry ~:reJ as
will naturally be expected, well skilled in the mysteries
or pocket-picking and pelly thieving, and are a very numerom; fraternity.
The tricks of these scoundrels are such in many cases
as are calculated to deceive, as sometimes happens, the
most cautious .: bargain hunter" and" curio:;ity finder."
In order to conduct. successfully, a mock auctioll shop,
ten or twenty. or perhaps thirty. of these worthies associate themselves together. and by assuming disguise-s,
such as dress and actions, they are able to personate,
and correctly too, all kinds of people. No;v, it must
not be supposed that the II stock in trade" of these es·
tablishments is all worthless; far from it. Yet, such ar.
their plans, that it would be almost impossible for 0
buyer to remove anything valuable from the place.
During business hours a blood flag is hung out, and the.
va rious characters personated by the party are properly
arranged, and assisted as they are by the sham II crying"
or the auctioneer, passers· by naturally presume all to b•
• ight within: so cleverly deceived are they that even to
Ie
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enter and mingle v/ith the crowd, none save a "knowing one" could detec t the cheat.
1\ trid; oflen practiced by the New York Funlis is to
knock off to a stranger a genuine watch for much less
than its leal value, The buyer having paid for It, and

about io leave the shop, is met at the door by otle who
appeal's to be a new comer, who insists upon seeillg
his bargail1, as he is a trader of jewelry himself. The
syrnpathi7.el'. after dwelling with considerable force
upon the deception of auctions in general, winds up
by pronouncing the w:Hoh in question to be wonhl~ss .
Whereupon the victim returns for justice, and is offered

the privilege of having it put up and sold over again .
The watch is soon sold, but only for a ~hird of what he
paid, which is accordingly handed over.
Another watch is put up, an ar,ticle entirely worthless,

(made expressly f"r the purpose) with the assurance by
the cl·i,,· that "this one is a real genuiue gold. patent
lever," adding, that .. it must be sold, as the owner is
out of employment and is compelled to sell it for just
what it will bring, as his wife and children will be
turned out of doors, into the street, this very day, unless
he can raise enough of money to pay his rent."

After a lively bidding by all parties it is struck off for
forty or tifly dollars. The victim after paying for it
soon finds himself to be doubly duped, and without the
smallest chance of recovering one cent of his departed
dimes, as the laws of New York cannot reach the
guilty parties, strange as this may seem.
Another trick consists in having the genuine watch

after it is struck of!", handed back to the crier under pre·
tense of taking down the number, when anoti)er is

adroit.y substituted in its stead, but of no value whateyer.

I
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Others will put up a single article, and after running
it up to quite a reasonable price knock it down to a
strange biddel·. The article sold is mostly in yalue
what it appears to be, and

the purchaser appears

pleased with his luck, yet he is coolly iniormed, after
having been invited to a remote cornel' of the apartment, fitted up fo1' such settling operations, that he must

take probably fifty or sixty dozen of the sante, already
done up in pacli.ages; as he , had, in buying, certainly

agreed to take the whole lot at the same price.

There

is no getting ofl'; "your money 01' your life," and money
it is, which is no sooner paid over, than the receiver

quickly slips Qut, and both money and Funk are seen
sliding down street.

The unfortunate dupe finds, upon

subseCjuer:t examination, that the whole oC his bargain is

not worth a penny, save the first article.
Again, a buyer upon paying for a dearly bought prize

is told by the" funk," should he offer a small bill, that it
is not good, and so on, until, prob.bly, a .fifty is pro ·
duced. That is not had, oh, no! and it is smilingly
received, while the clerk proceeds to make out a long
Jist of each article j and the amount never fails to even
exceed the sum of money given to exchange. The
reader will readily imagine the rest; the purchaser

haTing been so sadly' fleeced. Thus, trick upon trick is
hourly practiced by those thieves, and in a way that
renders it unsafe to enter their shops. which may be

easily distinguished from all others by the impudence of
the inmates, and the constant jabbering of the mock
auctioneers of these dens during the time of funk sales.

At other times they will watch until they discover
from all exterior appearances a kind· hearted country.

man; when approaching their quarters, they will lay a
b~it of sympat.hy for him by one of the party, whose tears
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are most shallow. Posting himself in front of auctioneer
Peter, with both hands raised, imploring him not to sell
the watch, which he apparently is about to knock down,
that it was a present to him from -his grandfather, who
had paid twenty pounds for it but a few months since,
and sent it to him from the old country. Peter still insists upon selling it, if he does not get more than five
pounds; that he cannot wait any longer, the time havi ng

expired, &c., &c.
All who do not understand these villains will feel a
sympathy for the ~hallow-tear Fun1" who gene rally
extorts commiseration sufficient from some one present
to bid off the article at ten times its value, on a promise
that the weeping Funk will redeem it, and save the
stigma which otherwise would res t upon him for the

li ttle respect he had for his good old grandfather w ho
Jives in the old country .
THE OLD GRANDMOTHER' ti TRICK-PUG UGLY, OR THE
MAN THAT TOLD AGES.

This trick is often played upon the unsuspecting, and
seldom fails to accomplish the ends of the gamhl"l_
The most common way of introducing it is the \,--.1.y
"PUG UGLY was in the habit of playing."
PUG would
take from a pack of cards two of the same size, say, for
illustration, tlVO jacks, or aces. He would then remark that he could tell any man's age. This would
soon call some person to lest him, as such a thing would
appear very strange indeed. Pug would then take the
two cards selected to perform the trick with, say, for

illustration, the ace of clubs and ace of diamonds, lay
them side by side in the pa~k, cut the cards several
times, and then remark, if they would come out three
times side by side, without shuffiing, he would tell their
age. He would then take them from the top of the
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paek, one at a time, throwing each card face upward.
as it fell, repeating their names, ace of clubs, ace of

diamonds, &c., remarking, that if they come out three
times together, he would tell the person's age. They
come out twice in the same way they went in, and the
third time he would assure his audience was the charm.

He then would separate the pack about the center, and
take one half and lay i1 upon the table. Then he would
take one of the· two cards which he had selected and
passed tlVice through the pack, ansJ lay down by the
portion of the pack he leaves; he then would ask Ihe
person whom he wishes to Reece to place his fingers
upon it that it may not get out. This the "green un II

generally would do without hesitation. Pug would
then take the other part of Ihe pa,k, and the other card
and step aside, at the same time remarking, " keep your
finger close upon it." It has now arrived at the point
where the secret partner steps up and remarks to the

novice, let us fool him jllst for the fun of the thing, by
placing that card in the center and substituting ~nothel
The change is made, and the Pug r~turn s, picks up the
card which the nm"ice has under his finger j calling it by
the mime of the one his secret partner had changed, he

will take the other of the same size, say, they might
have been the ace of clubs, and ace of diamond.; he
would remark, here is · the ace of clubs, and ace of
diamonds, they are ~oing in the third time together.
This causes much laughter, and several bets of glasses

to drink would be offered, they would not come out
together. All of those bets Pug would take, and commence turning the cards off of the top of the pack face
upward, one at a time, say ing all the time ace of clubs,
ace of diamonds, repeating until the one placed in the

upper part of the pack comes; he then will say, there

•
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comes one, and the next card is the other ace, and I
will bet fifty dollars. Hi, sec ret partner would offer to
take a bet of one hundred dollar> that the top card is
Dot the ace he says it is, and at the same time Pug would
start the card ofr, as though he would tUI'O it, showing
it to be another card. This he would be prevented
from doing by the secret partner, who would insist upon
a bet Ihat the ace was not on top. Pug would contend
thnt it was, if the rnan whom he had told tl) place his
finger upon it had not removed it. The man
denies having done so, which is true, as the Pug's secret
partner had done it ror him. Pug would always offer
to b'et a larger amount than the secret partner proposed
to bet, and he declines betting, for this reason, that h.
has not suffic ient money. Pug would then banter the
victim for a bet, that t118 ace is the next card. The
victim sees th,at it is not, and is disposed to talie the
bet, that the top card is not the ace spoken or. The
money being staked the victim takes off the top card,
which to his gleat surprise he finds is the identical card
spoken or, and that instead or having his age told he is
"sucked in" by a robuer. All he can do is to oite his
fingers, and have more hard sense the next time th,'ln to
be done for by Pug ugly," or any other villain.
H

H

J

H

EXPJ.ANATION.

The way Pug would do to deceive, he would take the
ace he had and put it on the top or the card which he
would claim to be the other ace, and then lay these two
cards upon the top of the portion of that pack he held in
his hand. He then would take the other part of the
pack which would have' the ace in that he had leli on
the table, this would leave one ace on the bottom of the
pack faced, and the other ace about midway or the part
ou top; he would then keep saying over the names of the
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lw/) ace!; until he would come to the ace in the center,
then he would turn that up, when it is well understood
that the next card is not ap. ace, the bet is made to that
etrect that the ace is not the top card. But PUG never
lost. as he cault.! turn over the pack in the twinkling of
an eye, and thus make his trick a great mystery to all
who see it performed. Also, generally satisfying them
that the man who would stoop to such dirty petty stealiog, is a character mean and low enough to satiate his
0wn bas. pride of accomplishing the mos1 dirty trick
known to, or capaLle of being done by man. And this
character is the one which best fits PUG tJGLY.
Having jn the preceding sketch given a place to a
most extraordinary being under the title of PUG UGLY,
the writer would now briefly 1'e mark, that he does not
attempt to give a full description of Pug's features j that
he claims no power of delineation either with pen 01'
pencil, sufficient to give even a fair outline of Pug's face,
say nothing of his Pug-nose, broad mouth, small eyes,
deeply sunk in his head, long heavy eye-brows, pockmarked face, &0., &0. And as for his houesty, that has
been decided by all of the gambling and thieving fraternit)', to be rotten and poliuted to the very core-so far
beyond all moral hope, that even the gambler's heart itself claims nothing good for PUG. But as PUG is such
an uncommon being, I will give some few of his peculiarities so far as genius is concerned. PUG has much of
the low, monkey cunning, as well as the features of
ring-tail himself. Aside, however, from his little stealing q\lalities, he is quite an imitator of sounds. He could
so correctly imitate the sound of the rattle of dice, that
he was, during his travels in the Southern States, enabled to make a large raise of money, playing for colored men, both bond and free, the game of Chuck-er-luck.
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His success was owing entirely to palming the three
dice at one time; and although without a tooth in his

head (unless they were ;trtificial) he would. mysterious
as it may seem, cause such a rattling within his dicebox, as to deceive eyen the mt,st expert colored man of

the South. or the famous Pete Williams himself. PUG
was a great thimble-player during his travels South, and
also noted for playing trunk-loa (wh'ich means, in other
words, br('aking open trunks and bearing oft'their coo-

tents.)

But I will drop PUG for the present. as he has

of late years become one of the upper-crust of faro

players in New York and Philadelphia; but in conclusion I will say, in honor to the colored population. that
PUG

is generally believed to be a white man!
THE CARD IN THE EGG.

To do this curious feat, you must have two sticks ex-

actly resembling each other in appearance; one of these
sticks must be made so as to conceal a card in the mid-

dle of it; for this purpose it must be hollow from end to
end. and have a string to throw the card into the egg at
pleasure.

The , operation is this: peel a card. roll it up. put it
into the false stick, and there let it lie until you have ocossian to make use of it. Take a pack of cards, and
let any person draw one, but be 'SUl'e to let it be a simi-

lar card to the one which you have in the hollow stick.
This must be done by forcing (which' means. you mus t
have the card you wish drawn protruding so as to be

most easy for (he person who draws (0 catch hold of.)
The person who has chosen it will Rut it into the pack
again. and while you are shuffling. let it fall into your
k.p .

The n, c atling for some eggs, desir.e the person who

drew the card. or any other person in the company, to
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choose anyone of the egg!;. When they have done so,
ask the person if there be anything in it. He will an.
swer there is not.

Take your egg in your left hand, and

the hollow stick in your right: bl'eak the ~g with the
stick, let the spl'ing go, and 'the card will be driven into
the egg: You may then show it to the spectators; but
be sure to conceal the hollow stick, and produce the
solid one, which place upon the table for examination.
THE CHARMED TWELVE.

Let anyone take a pack of cal'ds, shuffle, take off the
upper card, and, having noticed it, lay it on the table,
with its face downward, and put so many cards upon it

as will make up twelve with the number of spots o'n the
noten card. For instance: if the card which· the person drew was a king. queen, knave, or ten~ bid him lay
that card, with its face downward, calling it ten j upon
that card let him Jay another, calling it eleven, and upon
that, another, calling it twelve; then bid him take off
the next uppermost card; suppose it to be nine, let him

Jay it down on anothel' pal't of the table, calling it nine,
upon it Jet him lay anoLher, calling it ten, upon the Jat·
tel' another, calling it eleven, and upon that another,

calling it twelve; then let him go to the next uppermost
card, and so proceed to layout in heaps, as before, until
he has gone through with the wliole pack.
If there be any card, at the last, that is, if there be
not enough to make up the last noted card, the number

twelve, bid him give them to you; then, in order to tell
all the number of spots contained in all the bottom cards
of the heaps, do thus: from the number of heaps sub,
tract four, multiply the remainder by fifteen, and, to the
product, add the Dumber of remaining canis; which he

gave you; but if there were but four heaps, then those

\
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remaining cards alone will show the number of spots on

the four bottom cards. You need not see the cards laid
out, nor know the number of card-s in each heap, it being
sufficient to know the number of heaps, and the number
of remaining cards, if there be any, and therefore you
rnaj' perform this feat as well standing in another room,
as if you were present.
TO TELL THE CARD THOUGHT OF IN A CIRCLE OF TEN.

Place the fir~t ten cards of any suit in a circular form,
the ace being counted as one. Request a person to
think of a number or card, and to touch also any ~ther
number or card; desire him to add to the number of the
card he touched the number of the cards laid out, that
is, ten; then bid him count that sum backward, beginning at the card he touched, and reckoning that card
at the number he thought of; when he will thus end it
at the card or number he first thought of, and thereby
enable you to ascertain what that was. For example:
suppose he thought of the number three, and touched
the sixth card, if ten be added to six, it will make six.
teen; and if he count that number from the sixth card,
the one touched, in a retrograde order, reckoning three
on the sixth, four on the fifth, five on the fourth, six on
the third card, and so on, it will be found to terminat.e on the t.hird card, which will therefore show you the
number the person thought of. When the person is
counting the ' numbers, he should not call them ont
aloud.

(; ~ MES AND TRICKS WITH CARDS.
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III.

p ..,ker or Bluff-Cheating in twenty-card Poker-Four-handeJ.-Three..
handed-Two_handed_Playing by Signs-Marking-Cutting-Shuf_
fling-Dcaling-Stealing-Spring-Tables-P\llIies, or the Biters bitGeneral remarks on the Game-Pop'gun trick with. cards, &c.) &c.
THE

methods of cheating at poker are so very numer-

ous, that 1 do not think it re'luisite that Ishould give an
account of the whole of them; but will give only a few

examples in this place, which I hope will abundantly
suffice.

Frequently, while playing four-handed, many very
large betting hands are dealt out, and the players will
bet freely on them: but in such cases, the dealer, or
some one else at the table, who is a secret partner of his,

will have a better hand, and win.

These hands are put

out by stocking, in various ways, some few of which I

will explain.

One, when it comes to be his deal, will

purposely disilrrange the 'cards, so that he may have a
prete!1se for turning the cards face up. He will then
place four aces at the bottom, and four kings at the top.

He will then turn the backs up, and shuffle them by
.,. drawing the top and bottom cards together from the
pack, and throwing them in a heap on the table. He
will go through the pack in this way twice; then, if the
right-hand man is his secret partner, he will most

probably not cut them; and if he should cut them, he
will cut four, eight, twelve, or sixteen; they are then
dealt, and will come out in fours. The man opposite
the dealer will get a great betting hand, that is, four

k.ings, while the dealer will get foul' aces, and win all '
that is bet on that llaine.

l
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Sometimes they are stocked in the following manner;
the teDs, jacks, queens, and kings, are assorted, and all 01
a kind put together, and the four aces on the top. The
dealer will then hold them in his left haDd, slip them off
into his right hand, running them over and under, first
on the top, and then under the bottom, until he has run
off sixteen. He will then put the sixteen on the top 01
the remaining four in his left hand, and repeat this
again; and the third time he will run off eighteen, and
then place the odd two under the eighteen. His secret
partner will then not cut at all, or cut four, eight, twelve,

or sixteen: they are then dealt, and each player gets a
splendid betting hand; that is, one has four jacks,
another four queens, and one four kings; but the dealer
has fOllr aces, and will beat them all. These examples
are in four-handed poker
EXAMPLES IN THREE-HANDED POKER.

The following is in what is called three-handed poker.
The dealer will ha"e the cards assorted as in the last
example, and will place four kings or queens on the top of
the four aces, and these eight will be on the top of all
the rest. He will then couple them top and bottom, as
in the last example. until he has run ofl- twelve_ This
he will do Ihree times, and one will cut them. He will
then sl ip the cut ~n top again, and deal them. One of
the players will get four queens, another four kings. and
the dealer four aces_ There will be high betting when
,uch hands are out, but the dealer wins, cheating in the
manner just described. Or the dealer, if his right-hand
man is his secret partner against the other, may, the

third time he is coupling the cards, preparatory to
dealing them, couple off eighteen. and then the one on
his right will cut but two cards, which will bring them
the same as befot:e.

r
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TWO-HANDED POKER.

rhe same cheat is pnrcticed in playing two-handed,
"'- .x,lIows :-the dealer will take any four of a kind, and
ph,"e them on the top of the pack; having placed a
smaller four immediately under the four on top, he
will then couple them top and bottom, as before, until
he has run off eight: this .he will do lhree times, and
let them be cut, and the cut he will slip on the top, and
proceed to deal them, giving his adversary the smaller
four, while he gets the larger four, and is prepared to
beat him
CUTTING, SHUFFLING, DEALING, STEALING, &c.) &e. .

From what has been already said, it must be very
evident that no man is secure from the artifice of the
gambler; so long as he will play at all, he may rest
assured that he will, in the end, come out loser; for the
methods of cheating are almost innumerable; a large
octavo volume would not contain',a full description of
them all, and ' in th;s work, I can only give a few of
them, that may serve as a specimen. A ma.jority of
gamblers have arrived at such perfection in the art of
dealing, that they will deal the second card from the
top instead of the top card, hnd will 'go all through the
pack in that manner; and you may look directly at
them, and will not be able to detect the cheat. They
will, at other times, have a hand which they have stolen
out, and will smuggle' it under the bottom; then, in the
course of dealing, they will deal this hand just where
they please, and defy you to discover their dealing from
the bottom. A gambler will often deal himself six or
seven cards, when he should have but five, and if he
can make a good hand. by laying out the two poorest in
his lap, he will do so; or if he aannot make a goo"
4
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hand, he will take the tWQ best to help him in his next
ham}. This cheat is very often pl"acticed .

.J will here relate a case which occurred on a stea;n·
boat not long since, as go:n,; to show how well men will
play more than their number. A gambler got to playing
wi,t h a man \-\'hom he mistook for a green Hoosier tha t
knew nothing of playing scientifically. But ' he was
sadly deceived.
The gamble r, from the begi n ning
pl ayed somewhat carelessly, supposing that it needed no

science to beat the Hoosier. but the gambler lost., and
commenced playing as scientifically as he could. He
still lost, and linally lost nearly all he had, befol'e he
quit; and afler quilting, theey wellt to the bar to drink.
The gamble r s rlld tb the Hoosiel', "You beat any man
for luck j ever played with. ['ve lost my money
with you, and it makes no difference: will be honest
with you; Y:)U did not know it, but I played six cards
aI/the t'ime, aud your lu c k beat it." "Well," said the
H-o osie r, "since you have been so frank, I will also be
frank; 1 have played seven cards all th e way through,
from the word go; besides stocking and palming and
occa:sionally stealing. for the sake of variety."
The
gambler was greatly surprised, and swore that he would
not ha ve supposed that he much mo:-e than knew one
card from another; but he was deceived in the man,
and it would not have done for him to have shown any
anger, as he first confessed having cheated the Hoosier,
who was in reality a most. expert gambler. who had pur~
puse!y assumed that disguise.

r
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"SIGNS/' OR (: ITOMS."

Again, gamblers, for mutual advantage, generally
tra\"el in small companies, and in secret partners hip. J
have again adverted to this, in order to mention one of
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the ways in wh ich they orten turn their partnership to
good account. They almost invariably reign to be
total strangers to each other, the better to corry out
their base designs; and when one or two of them are
seated at a table at play with some whom they wish to
fleece, one or the company will seem to be a total
stranger to every body, seats himselr in sight or a man's
hand, who is ,a t play, and is not one 0'[ the confederat.es;
and if he shows, by word or act, that he wou ld rather
he would not, he will readily protest that his only
motive is the gratification of an idle curiosity; that
he scarcely knows one card from another. And very
probably, after such protestations from one who appears
a stranger, and. withaL an honest gentleman, he is
suffered to continue to look into the player'S hnnd. If
he should be asked to play, he will say, "I cannot, as J
have never learned; indeed, I scarcely know the cards."
He will take this COUl'se in order that his looliing into
the hands of the players may not be objected to. And
his motive in looking into the hands is to give his SeCi"et
partners signs. This he will do in vurious ways. [
have known men who would give signs. that were per.
fcctly intelligible. by the dille rent manner in which they
would blow their cigar smoke. And in order to evade
suspicion, I have also known signs to be conveyed
through t\VO and three different person~, woo were
secret partners of the players, and were sitting in
different parts of the same room; and the signs would
always reach the player in time to benefit him. This is
often done when there is danger of being detected, if he
should look at the man who is looking in the other's
hand for his signs. Nor is it a matter of importance
whether there is a r00m full or not; for they will prac.

•
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lice these artifices oefore a r00m full as soon as if there
was n very small number of persons prescnt.
At other times, when a man has lost much, one of the

co mpany will go to him and form an acquaintance, if it

does not already exist, and will say to hitn, H You are
much the loser with A or B, and I am acq,uainted with
him, and if yo u will in confidence accept the offer, I will
do you a favor, by which you will stanu a chance of
getting yOUi' money back again . Do you engage with
him in play, and I will sit back of him, and give you
correct signs from his humi, so that you can know how:
to govel'Q your bets." NlJthing appears more generous
than this; and a man is apt to be eager to avail himse~f
of any IDeans that promises to restore him his lost mOlley,
and will feel highly elated that he has met with an
unexpected friend, and will flatter himself with the idea
of winning all the man has; feeling that if his pretended
friend should succeed in giving him correct signs one
hand out of fout', it will be sufficient to enable hil1l to
win much from him. This is all the basest deception.
The man pl'Opu~ing thi;-; mode of playing is a secret
partner of the winner, and their design is to swindle the
man still further. Both are full), apprised of the plan;
and when they succeed in getting the loser to play again,
(they generally have cards which they know as well by
the backs as by the faces,) if the winner should have a
large hand, and the loser a larger one, he (the winner)
will bunch his cards so closely that the one behind
cannot see to give signs. and he then suffers himself to
be run otr. And if you should have one or two pairs,
(which he will know by the backs,) and he should get
the same, though a little larger, he will the n permit the
man to give signs, that he has only one or two pairs, as
the case lIlay Le , and all that he can entice the loser ttJ

,
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be t, he will w in from him. The gambler, und e r th ese
circumstances, will" bluff," (which nlean::; in the gam·
bling phrase betting on small worthless cords) oilly when
his hand is better; and, frequently, in order to set his
victim to bluffing, he will, by stocki llg, palming, &c.,
deal him three aces and a pail' of kings, while he hjmsel f
gets four tens or jacks. 1f a man will bet largely and
bluff, he will do it on slIch a hand; and the gambler, by
this artifice, will freq.llc ntly ruin a man in n ICHV games.
'fABLE WITH THE HOLLOW EGG, &c.

I ha ve :l\so known men, who were apparently engaged

in commercial business, whose stores were, in the upper
apartments, extensive gambling establishments. These
men will invite persons to call at their store 01" place 01
busi nf~ss , saying that they have lhcle a very nice room,
very retired, and 'secure f,om all int rnsion, where their
friend s can come and enjoy themselves in quiet, and.
plenty of choice wines with which t.J regale themselves.
but of those who go to such places, none' ever come out
winners. In New Orleans I became acquainted with a
merchant who had in his store such a room. lIe had a
great number to play with him, and nil of them contin·
ua!ly lost. .Men who werl.} professed gamblers here
found their trick's and artdices set at naught. and them.
seh'es lo~ing' at every trial. They beca me di ssat isfied,
and suspected some extraordinary trick being used.
They combined, for the pur}lose of ascertaining, and
soon learned, from some person in his employment. Ihe
whole seCl·et. This table was constructed with i1 hollow
leg, and in that leg, where the knee would rest ngaillst
it, was fixed a small peg. which would slrike ngains ! his
knee on a small wire's heing Jlull ed, which was nlwch~d
to the peg, and passed out at Ihe boltom of the leg, and
under the floor to the side of the room, th ence up stairs

/
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aireclly over the table.

And froln the center of a fine

mOJlding in plaster hung a rich lamp; the moulding
was hollow, and so constructed that a man, who was a
secret partner, could be overhead, and see into the hands

below, anti give his partner signs li'om above, previously
agreed upon, by pulling Ihe wire. This advantage was
sufficielH to ruin any man who played with him, and
enabled him to malie money faster than he \"ot:.~d be apt
to do in. the common COurse of mel'cam;le business;
which, in fact, he cared nothing about, onl;> as a cover
for his gambling. This man's establishment was broken
up, and he fled.
SPRIXG TABLES, PULLEYS, &c.j THEOn BITERS lHT.

In other establishments. I have seen what are called
3pring tables. These tables enable a man to play an
undue number of cards quite secure from detection.
There is in the table a crnck or split, which seems to be
from a defect in the wood. The whole bottom of the
table is boxed up, as if it had a drawer, and the inside is
so lix'~d, that a card let clown into this crack will stand
upright. The player can at any time push it up by
means of a peg, which projects a little from the bottom
of the table, using his li.Ilee for the purpose. This
enables the player to keep cards in reserve, as well as
to deal himself more than his number, and hide the
poorest.

There is another cheat, commonly called the pulleys,
very similar to Ihe fir.t table described; but the table
itself is without any muchinery. A man takes his stand
overhead, and has a string that passes down the wall
and under the floor immediately under the player's foot
where a spring is fastened to the 1100r in which is a
small peg which passes through a hole and comes io

•
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contact with the foot. The string is made fasf to this
spring on the under side, and when pulled, the peg protrudes and strikes the bottom of his foot whenever the
string is pulled. Among the many caties' of this kind
that I have known is the following, which I think
worthy of itlSel'tion, as showing the industry one
gambler will use in order to defeat another. A 51nall
company of gamblers had prepared a room and table in
this way,'by which they were very successful in fleecing
the old as \>vell as the young player. They continued
to practice their 'wicked artifice in this room for some
time, until they enticed a couple to their room, whom
they supposed to be "suckers;" (an epithet applied ,to
those who are unacquainted with the tricks of gambling.
and are consequently easily fleeced.)

One of these was

a yonng man, and they called him Perch. They played,
and beat Perch out of his money. This he could not
account for, as he vvas a smart ganlbler, except on lhe
supposition that pulleys were used. }-Ie nccol'd!llgly set'
his wits to work to contrive a plan by which he might
be equal with them. .<tnd. as the l,dJle was in a lower
room, he was sanguine of' success. On a favorable orp~rtunity, he went to the house, and pressed off an outside board opposite to the table, and saw the string; this
at once determined him what to do. At night he
placed his partner outside, l",ith instructions to intercept
all 'sissns by holding the cord, while he went inside and
engngcd in play. And soon Pen~h got a very fine
betting hand; and the winner, who was depending on
the customary sign, not receiving it, su pposed that
Perch's hand was good for nothing, and he bet freely
until the stakes were se"eral hundred dollars. The
man overhead seeing him about to lose their n)oney,
pulled with ,II his might, but the sign did not reach his
I
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partner below, who staked all his money that his cards
were the best, and lost.

By thesf':l means, Perch. war

enabled to get some hundred or two dollars winner, and
made ggod his re ll'eat without his plan being discove red.
By this discovery which Perch had made, the hous,
was broken up, and the gambler was freriuently
tantalized by his acquaintance, who would say to him,
that he had been fishing for suckers, but instead, had
caught a Perch, that ran ofr with the bait.
GENERAL REMARKS.

Gambling with cards is carried on in many large
cIties under various covers. There are- many establish-

ments which, in front, seem to be doing a lawful busi·
ness; but the rear and upper sto ries are extensive gambling establishments.
The principal cover, or that
which is used more than any other, is the sign 01

Coffee-house," or licensed groggery. the majority of
which I look upon as being the greatest fountains of sin
If

and wretchedness ·that curse our land.

A great number

of these dens or iniquity are well furnished with the
various implements of gambling, together with a plenti-

ful supply of that liquid poison, which civilization and
refinement have everywhere introduced to steal away

the mind and ru in the soul.

This powerful auxiliary of

vice is seldom dispensed with. In these vile haunts,
H birds of a feather flock together;"
here, shut up from

every human pye, (except such as they can seduce iote
gaming,) they pursue their nefarious calling to the igno.
miny of thousands, who oftentimes have not . the re-

motest idea of what has ruined them. The wife, the
children, the unsuspecting and helpless ward, are all
made to feel the misery flowing from this source, with
out Imowing 01' even suspecting, from whence it comes.
I am now about to close \\'hat I have to say upon th i ~
\
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game, (polwr,) and I hope the rende r will not entertain
a doub t but that the greatest villany anci rnscality uttend
not only this, hut every other gam~, \\"hell played lor a
wager; that none are safe; the olde~t and most adroit
gamblers are frequently without n dollar to their names.
A man who. becomes a. gambler, utcomes u wanderer
through the world, w it hout a settled home. \\'ilhout
respectability or real frief\ds; a sort of higlnvayrnan,
whose hand is against every Inan who pusses:o;es money;
a complete drone, who never dreams of livillg honestly,
but by filching from the producer that which he pro·
cured by honest and persevering toil.

•
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To perform this feat, prol'ide a round hollow stick
about ten inches long and three quarters of an inch in
di ameter, the hollow being three-eighths of an inch in
diameter. Also, have another round stick to fit this
hollow, and slide in it easily; with a knot to prevent its
cOI'uing th rough. Our readers Will clearly understand
our meaning when we say, that in all respe~ts it much
resembles a pop~gUtl. with the single exception that the
stick which tits the tube must be of the full length of
th e tube, exclusively of the knob.
Next. steep a card in water for a quarter of an hour.
peel off the face of it, and double it twice across, till it
becomes one· fourth of the length or a card, then ),011 it
up tightly, and thrust it up the tube till it becomes even
with the bottom. You then thrust in the stick at the
other cnd of the tube till it just touches the card.
Having thus provided YOUI' magic wand, let it li~ on
the table until you have occasion to make J.1se of it, but
be careful not to allow any person to handle it
Now take a pacl' of cllrds, and let any person dra.w
4"
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one ~ but be sure to Jet it be a similar card to the one
which you have in the hollow stick. This must be
done by forcing. The person who has chosen it, will
put it into the pack again. and, while you are shuffling,
you let it fall into your lap. 'Then, calling for some
eggs, desire the person who drew the card. or any other
person in .the company, to choose anyone of the eggs.
When' he has done Sf), ask if there be anything in it.
He will answer, there is not. Place the egg in a
~aucel'; break it with the wand.) and pressing the knob
with the palm of your right hand, the card will be
driven into the egg. Then sholJV it to Ihe spectators.
A great improvement may be made in this feat, by
presenting the person who draws the card with a
s.tUcel' and a pair of forceps. and instead of his returning
the card to the pad;, desire him to take it by the corner
with the forceps and burn it, but to take care and preserve the ashes; for this purpose you present him with
a piece of paper (prepared as hereafterdesc"ibed,) which
he lights at the candle. but a few seconds after; and
before he can set the card on fire, it will suddenly divide
in the middle, and sprin6 back, burning his fingers if he
do not drop it quickly. Have another paper ready and
desire him \0 try that; when he will most Iillely beg to
be excused: and WIll prefer lighfing it with the candle.
vVhen the card is consumed, say that you do not
wish to fix upon any particular person in compan)' to
choose an egg, lest it might be suspected he was a confederate; therefore, request any two ladies in company
to choose an egg each; and ha.ving done so, to decide
between themselves which shall contain the card; when
this is done. take a second saucer, and in it l'E;Peiv'e the
rejected egg, break it ",ith your wand, and show the
egg round to the company; at: the same time drawing
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tlH~j} .:I.ttcntion to the fact of those t\V0 egg~ ha"ring been
(. hosc:n from among a number of others, and of its not
b. ;ng possible for you to have ·told which of them would
bE:. < h~ chosen on e.
)·.;)u ~lO\V receive the chosen egg in the saucer con ..
tain:IJg the ashes, and having rolled it aboqt until, you
have blae ked it a lillie, blow the ashes from around it
into th.J grate; you then break the egg with' the same
wand, "V~'hen, on touching the spring, the card will be
found in "lhe egg.
Tlte n." ,!;Od ~f preparing the paper mentioned in the,
Ibove feat ' " as follows :-Take a piece of letter paper,
about six in«\.~s in length and three quarters dr an inch
III breadth, fok\ it longitudinally, and with a knife cut it.
in the crease a\.)l'ut five inches down; · then take one of
the sides which ar"} still connected at the bottom, and
with the back of the knife under it, and the thumb of
the right hand over it, curl it outward as a boy would
the tassels of his kite j repeat the same process wi th the
other side, and lay them by for use. When about using
them (but not till then, as the papers will soon lose their
curls if stretched,) draw them up so as to make them
~heir ol'iginallengtb, and turn the ends over a little, in
order that they may remain so ; when set on fire, they will

burn for a minute or two, until the turn over is burnt

out, when the lighted ends wilt turn over quickly, burning the fingers of the holder: this part of the triuk never
fails to e:r. . . :!e the greatest merriment.

,
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CHAPTER IX.
The Game of Thimllles-Dt. Bennett the King Thimble player-Th'l'
young man \dth two such piercing eyes-Best two in three-Patcb·
Coat; the Gentleman 'f1 Game, Of, Diamond cut Diamond-The Myeterious Wafers-Advantageous Wager-Gambling Law of Kentucky.

THE GAME OF THIMBLES,
WHO

has not heard of the game of Thimbles?

Fb,

the edification of those who have been so fortunate a!'
never to hFe seen it, we wiJJ briefly describc it.

The sporting gentleman produces three common
sewing thimbles and a smaJJ baJJ, and placing them on
his knee

01' 500)e

smooth surface, commences operations

by rolling the little baJJ by his third finger under' each 01
the thimbles, which are in a row, lifting first one and
then another, as the ball approaches -it, with his thumb
and forefinger, and playing it along from one to the
other. When aJJ is ripe he suffers the ball to stop, half
disclosing, half concealing its resting place, Hands are
then lifted, and the easy dupes make their bets as to
the identical ,thimble ,under which the baJJ may be found.
The strength of thJ game lies in the legerdemain by
which the gamester remo,ves the ball and places it under
any thimble he may choose, after the bet is made.
Thousands of doJJars have been lost at this game,
Some years ago, I took a trip upon one of the line
Southern steamho'ats up Red River to the foot of the
Raft. As usual there was a large number of passengers
on board, among them the celebrated Dr. Bennett the
inventor of the game of "Thimbles!" The Dr.
frequently amused the passengers with several games,
particularly one caJled "Calculation," which seemed to

~
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be his tavorite, and brought him quite a revenue dur.

ing the ll·;p.

The Doctor himself was quite a subject

of curiosity and study to us, havillg heard so much of
his unri nlled shrewdness as a .. sportsman," 'and the

vast amOuDt accumulated by him by the little game of
Thimbles. Indeed, it was said that he was the moving
cause of several penal statutes, in regard to gaming on
Thimbles, having been .enacted in the states of Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee.
One evening after supper it was insisted by some of

the passengers that the Doctor should exhibit the game
of Thimbles, which with his usual modesty he declined
to do, protesting among other things that he had no
thimbles. This difliculty was easily remedied, ames·
senger was dispatched to the ladies' cabin, and soon returned with the required number. The Doctor m,ade

him a little ball of paper and cO)l1menced his pel·form·
ance. At first he was quite unlucky-but he paid up
punctually, and consoled himself with a favorite expression of his, that" sometimes I am very severe, then
again not quite so sly /'
Among the lookers-on W!lS a yOU~lg gentleman from
the good old state of Connecticut, OJ his first visit
II

South."

He 'was on his way to the head of naviga-

tion with a pretty little stock of groceries, by way of
trying his fortune in the great West. He soon manifested much interest in the game, declaring he knew the

thimble under which the ball might be found.

Tne

Doctor gave him a knowing wink and told him in a

whisper not to tell. But so often did our li·iend, " guess"
fight, that he laid aside all scruples of conscience, and
desired to be permitted to bet a few dollars. To this
proposition the Doctor at first objected, declaring "he
did not like the young man's eye, it · was 'too keen," that
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he saw th" ball, &c. This seemed to plcase the Con_
necticut r allkee very much, and made him tl10re anxious
to bet.
After muoh parley and a good deal or reluctance 011
the part of the Doctor, it was at last agreed that Connecticut might bel a few dollars, "just a few," if he
would allow the DoclOr a little chance against two such.
piercing eyes as he had. by betting two to one. This
bei ng ut length settlcd. QUI' young friend put up his
twenty dullars ug(tin:H the Doctor's ten. Llands ofI' and
all being ready, he lifted the thi/nllie and sure enough
there was the ball. The Doctor gave up the money
and all enjoyed a hearty laugh at his expense. This
was the largest bet that had been made that evening
The Doctor ob!'crved, "sometimes he was not so sly."
The ball and thimbles were again put in motion-again
all being ready our lucky friend propo,ed to bH-but
the Doctor declnreu he must have some chance against
such great odJs as "Yankee eyes." and insisted on three
to one. or thirty dollars to ten being made. This was
also accepted: 3gain the thimble was raised. and sure
enough there was (he ball. Our friend again pocketed
another ten, 3~d ng:lin the "social hall" rang with
la:ughtel' at the 'Doctor's expense.
The thimbles were again arranged; this time we ·)b~
served the game closely. as we thought from his re~
peated losses the Doctor lVas hardly entitled to that
great reputation for cunning and sagacity which had
ever been attributed to him. Now, in the moving of
the little paper ball, lVe thought we discovered the
source of the Doctor's misfortunes, for becoming a little
unrolled, a portion of the paper of which it was made,
stuck out from under one of the thimbles. This our
ConMcticut Ji'iend .plainly saw, and we presumed the

I
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Doctor, through old age, (now ahout 70) had his sight so
impaired as not to he able to see it, and could not, therefore, play his game with his accustomed :ldrojtness.
But the tale was soon told. Our (' Yankee rriend" pro.
posed to douhle the bet, "having the thing so dead"
The Doctor impatient of repeated losses, told him to
make it hundreds instead of tens. This was done, and
our friend bet three hundred dollars against one hundred
dollars, (just here I thought it a shame to take advantage even of a professiona l gmnbler's blindness. for the
location of the ball was evident.)
The money up," Connecticut" was all impatient to
realize his expectations, and in great eagerness he again
raises the thimule-and sure enough, it was not there!
He had reached the climax of the Doctor's expectations
in regard to his ready cash and willingness to bet, and
he could llot win . We have seen many pictures of
disappoinll1lcnt, but the appearance of that young man's
countenance we can never forget. The laugh was now
uproarious. As much as you have pitied the poor dupe
the laugh was irresistible-hut the poor fellow, "Iil'e
the boy the calf run over, saw nothing to laugh aL"
He was a statue of amazed misery. The Doctor coolly
pocketed his cash) while our i'riend stammered out his
astonishment with the declaration that <111 was not right,
that he had never been beat before, and had surely been
taken in .
., Never mind," says the Doctor, u what's a few hun·
dred dollars to a young man with your eyes? The
ladies all admire them-l heard them speak of tnem today-and you won twice out of three times- tnaL s the::
best two in three any how."
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PATCH-COATi THE GRNTLRMANlS GAME) OR, PIAMOND
CUT DIAMOND.
,~

Sure they are statesmen, met for public good,
For some among them boast of gt!nerous blood ,P

'I'm:: game of

It

loa

U

is a favorite one among the per·

!-1on s employed in the management of iron forges in

Pennsylvania.

There, too, as in other places, are found

men' of whom better things should be expected, entering
into plans by which the un~uspecting may be fleeced.
At one of the most extensive forges near Pittsburg, the
proprietor was one of the first to If shave U any stranger
that might be so vnlucky as to fall in his way. Amung
the principal victims, was the subject of this article,
known by the sobriquet of Of Patch-coat." This name
he took from the fact that large patches of different
colors covered the princlJ,"1 part of his cvat, or, what
had been a coat. u Patch-coat" was the order of the
day; and" Patch-coat," at the lao-table, was the victim
. at night. Several months had the party ,ed themselves
at the expense of "Patch-coat." "I'atch-coat was
such an one as ,vould naturally make a maD suspidon
him for" knO\ving a thing or two. providing he could
think of it." But the time had now come for some
evidence of his sagacity to put forth. Mr. Mc--.
the owner of the forge, and some others of the same
stamp. had learned that "Patch-c0at" was in funds;
and hccordingly, that night .Mr. Mc-- declared to
him he would have a gintlemanly game of 100 at the
parlor of Mr O'Donoho. "Patch·coat" gave his consent to ma<e one of the party. At the hour appointed.
the party met-five in number.
:, Patch-cnat" had
several hundred dollars; and the gentlemen knew it.
The game commenced at one and five; and soon a
large amount watS. on the board. " Pa.tch-coat 1/ had
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• tood his hand f9r several "deals," by which meaTh. he
subjected Mr. 1\1c-- and his party to a severe loss.
Mc-- was much excited, and offered to b~t two hUIldred dollars that he would "100 the board." .. Patchcoat" signified as though his antagonist had better not
banter too much; for, if he did, there was no knowing
what might occur. Mc-- still boasted upon the
honor of an Iri,h gintleman, that he could bate any
man that wore patches all his coat, that would play his
game; and that was the gintlemanly game, trusting to
the cards for the first three tricks. About this time
.. Patch-coat" noticed the honest i\1r. lIIc-- drop
three cards, and before the deal, proffered to .. bate any
gintleman prisent, if clubs were trumps, and that he
would '100 the board.'"
Patch-coat" gave him a significant look, as much as
to say, "Don't push the banter at me too hard," at the.
"arne time casting a wishful look at the money on the
table, which had increased to several hundred dollars.
He remarked,
" Mr. Mc--, I will try you a three hundred dollar
bet, that you don't win the first too, if clubs comes
trumps."
4' Down with your dust." said Mc--, II before the
dealer turns trump."
P~llch.coat" drew from his pocket the money, and
placed it on the table-lIIr. Mc-- lollowed. In the
mean time, .1 Patch-coat gently raised the three cal'd~
from Mr. Mc--'s lap, and placed the three given him
bv the dealer thereon . This was done Wilhout the
siightest susp,c ion of loul play from i\fc--, or tbe
O'Donoho pariy. The trump was turned) and showed
itself a club. Here the e\·., of Mc-- brigbtened, ..
well ai those of u Patch-coat."
II

II
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It's mese!f . that stands," said Mr ..1\1c--. striking

his hand upon the Lable, and, at the same time, cau.
tiously taking: rrom his lap the three cards .

.. I stand, too/' said cr P<ltch ·coal."
.. You're a brave lad, r Patch-coat,' was the quick
response of .Mr. 1\1c--, laughing at the same time at
jJ

what he supposed would be the result.

"It is your first draw, ,MI'. l\fc--," said the dealer.
" How many will you take ?"
.. And sure it's mcself tbat will sland, on lhe failh of
lh e trump, Ihat I am bounlifully supplied."
.. I will stand, too," said" Patch-coat." "I think this
hand will ans\Ver my purpose this time. So, Mr.

,1 \1c--, give us a lead."
.. Thin play to that. my lad," said 1\1 ... 1\1c--, at
.
th e same time throwing from his hand a card, which
fell face upw ard, and proved to be a diamond. There

the scen~ changed. The astounded 1\IC--'5 eyes
opened, as it were, to the magnitude of saucers, as
II Patch-coat" played the ace, king and queen of clubs,
and gracefully pulled down the stakes.

nir. l\lc-- sprung

quick to his feet, and as ~oon as

he could give utterance, said, .. Gintlemen! I'll quot !

There's chating about the boord.
playa gin tIeman's game."

I sat down bere to

" Patch·c.oat .. gathered the cash, and left Mr. 111c-

and the trio to settle their losses.
THE MYSTERIOUS WAFERS.

In the presence of the company, place on each side of
a table.knife three walers ; take the knife by" the handle,

and turn it over several times, to show that the wafers
are all on. Request one of the party to take a wafe r
from one side of the blade, turn the knife over two or

three times, and there will seem to be only two wafers

•

h
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on each side; take off another wafer, turn the knife as
before, and it \\lill appear as !f only one wafer. were on
each side; take the third wafer off, and again turn the

knife dexterously twice Or thrice; and it \~ill appear as
if all the lVafers had disappeared from each side. Next,
turn the knife once or twice more: and three wafers
will appear on each side. as at the first. In performing
this trick, use wafers all of one size and color, and always
have one side of the knife uppermost, so that the wafers
may be taken one by one from that side; three wafers

will thus be left untouched on the other side; and after
you have made it appear that there are no wafers on
either side, you may, to all appearance, show three on
each. \Vhen turning the knile, you must, as you lift it

up, turn it completely round with your finger and thumb,
so as always to bring lhe same side uppermost.
ADVANTAGEOUS WAGRR.

Hequest a lady to lend you a watch. Examine it,
and give a guess as to its value; then oiler to lay the
owner a wager, considerably below the real value of
the watch, that she will not answer to three questions
which you will put to her consecutively, "l\Iy watch."

Show h~r the watch, and say, " What is this which 1
hold in my hand /" she, of course, will not fail to reply
"1\1)' watch." Next, present 10 her notice some other
object, repeating the same question. If she name the

object you: present, she loses the wager; but if she be (>n
her guard, and remembering her stake, she says," My
watch," she must, of course, win; and you, therefore, to
divert her attention, should observl~ to her,'{ You are
certain to win the stake, but supposing J lose, what will
yon give me?" and if, confideo't of sncces.s, she replies

for the third time, "My watch," then take it, and leave
her the wager agreed on.
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GAMBLING LAW OF KENTUCKY.

Steamboat travelers in the West will do weli to read
tiJis law, and remember that o\'er one thousand miles 01
the Ohio and Mississippi rivers are subject to the law,
of Kentucky -likewise. that the States of Ohio,
Indiana, and Pennsylvania have similar laws. The
traveling community, we hope, will bear in mind the
8th section.

SEC.!. Be it enacted by the Gener'al Assembly of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, That if any person shall
keep a room, building, arbm', booth, shed, tenement,
boat, or float, to be used or occupied lor gambling. or
shall knowingly permit the same to be used or occupied
for gambling; or if nny person, being the owner, super.
intendent, or agent, of any room, building, arbor, booth,
shed, tenement, boat, or float, shall rent the same to be

used or occupied fol' gambling, the person or persons so
offending, shall, on conviction thereof, be fined in any
sum not less than fifty, nor more than five hundred
dollars; and if the owner, his or her superintendent, or
agent, of .any room, building, arbor, booth, shed,· tene·
ment, boat, or float, shall know that any gaming-tables,
apparatus, 01' establishment, is kept or used in such
room, building. arbor, booth, shed, tenement, boat or
float, for gambling and winning, betting or gaining
money. or other property, and shall nol forthwith cause
complaint to be made against the person so keeping or
using such room, building, arbor, booth, shed. tenement~
boat, or float , he or she sball be taken, held, and con·
sidered to have knowingly permitted the same to be
used anel occupied for gambling.
S"e. 2. If any person shall keep or exhibit any gaming~iable. establishment, device. or apparatus, to win or
gain money, or other proJ}erty of value, or to aid,

•
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permit others to do the same; or if any person

shall engage in gambling for a livelihood, he shall be
deemed and taken to be a common gambler, and, upon
conviction thereof; shall be imprisoned and kept at hard
labor in the penitentiary, not less than six months, nor

more than three years, and be fined, at the disCl:etion of
a jury, not less than fifty nor more than five hundred
dollars, to be paid into the treasury of the county where
such conviction shall take place., for the use of common
schools therein, to be divided among the accepting
school districts. in such county, in"proportion to the
number of taxable inhabitants in each distl'ict.
SEC.

3, If an afftdavit shall be filed with the magis.

trate, or police judge of any town or city. before whom
complaint shaH be made of an ofiemce against any pr~~
vision of this act, stating that the affiant has reason to

believe, and does believe, that the person charged in
such complaint has upon his person, or at any other

placed named in such affidavit, any specified articles of
personal

property, or any gaming-table, device, or

apparatus, the discovery of which might lead to estab.
lish the truth of such charge. the said magistrate or
judge shall, by his warrant, command the officer who is
authorized to arrest the person so charged, to make

diligent search for such property and tabie, devico, or
app.ratus, and if found, to bring the same before such
magistrate or judge; and the officer so seizing shall
deliver the same to the magistrate or judge before whom
he take the same, who shall retain possession, and be
responsible therefor. until the discharge. or commitment.

or letting to bail of the person charged; and in case of
such commitment, or letting to bail of the person so

cHal'ged, such officer shall retain such propel'!y, subject
\0 the order of the court before which such offende-

r
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mny be required to appear, until his discharge or conVIC'lIOO.

And in case of the conviction of such per-

son, the gaming-table, device, or apparatus shall be de
stroyed, and the property shall be liable to pay any
judgment which may be rendered against such person
and afier the payment of such judgment and costs, tho
surplus, if any, shall be paid to the use of the com'mon
sohools aforesaid; and in case of the discharge of such
person by the magistrate

01' COllrt,

the officer having

such properly in his custody, shall, on demand, deliver

it to such person.
SEC. 1. If any person, called to testify on behalf of
the same, before any justice of the peace, grand jury or

court, upon any complaint, information, or indictment,

for any offence made punishable by this act, shall disclose any fact tending to criminate himself in any

manner made punishable by this act, he shall thereafter
be discharged of and from all liabili:y to prosecution or
;unishtnent for such matter of offence.
Sec. 5. It shall be lawful for any justice of the peace,
chief magistrate of any municipal incorporation. or judge
of any court of record.,upon complaint, upon an oath,
that any gaming-table, establishment. or apparatus, or

device, is kept by any person for the purpo,e of being
qsed to win or gain money, or other property, by the
owner thereof, or any other person, to issue his warrant,
commanding the ~heriff or constable, to whom the same

shall be directed, within the proper jurisdiction, after
demanding entrance. to break open and enter any house
or place wherein such gaming establishment, apparatus,

or device shall be kept, and to seize and deliver the
same to the clerk of the Circuit Court, woo shall keep
the same to the next term of the court, and the judge

of the court shall then, if there be no necessity for keep-

~
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ing the property to be produced on the trial of an
offender against this act, have a jury surnmoned to try

the fact, whether the property taken be used or was
made for gaming; and if the~ fil~ding shall be, that the
property was made or used for gaming, the court shall
order the property to be broken up and sold, and the
proceeds shall, after the payment of costs, go into tho
treasury of the county for the use of the common
scLoois.
SEL'. 6. If any person or persons shall, through invitation or device, pe~'suade or prevail on any person or per-

sons, to visit any 1'00111, QuiJding, arbor, booth, shed, tenement, boat or fioat, kept for the use of gambling, he or
they shall, upon conviction thereof, be held responsibl~ for
the money or property lost by such in vitation or devict'.~
and fined in a sum not less than fifty and not more than
five hundred dollars.
SEC. 7. It shall be the duty of all sherifis, constables,
and all county and commonwealth attorneys, to inform
and prosecute all offenders against this act; and upon

refusal thereof, they shall pay a fine of not less than fifty
nor more than five hundred dollars.
.
SEC. 8. If any commander, owner, 01' lessee of any
boat 0" float shalt knowingly permit any gambling for
money 01' property on such boat or float. and does not
immediately prevent the same, he 01' they shall he taken,
held, and considered to have h.-1towingly permitted the
same to be used and occupied for gambling, and, upon
conviction there~f, shall be Itdd responsible for tlte
money or JJ7'operty so lost, and fined in any sum not less
than one nor more than five hundred dollars.
SEC. 9. The fines and forfeitures incurred under this
act, in any of the cities or towns of this State. f01
offences committed in the said ci ties and towns, shall go
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into the treasury of the town or city, for the use of the
free schools thereof.
SEC. 10. This act shan be given in charge to the
grand jury by the circuit judges of the several judicial
districts, in their respective countIes.
S>!c. 11. This act shan tak.e effect tbe first day of

June, 1848.
SEC. 12. That any person or persons who shan be
guilty of dealing "faro," or any other banking game,
.han )'e held and deemed a common gambler, accord in!!,
to the rrov i.ions of tbe secon I sec tion of this act.
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